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ABSTRACT

The popularity of blockchain platforms has drastically increased in the past years. It

seems that this trend will continue with the emergence of smart contract technologies.

Smart contracts are programs stored inside the blockchain. Blockchain platforms offer

means for the secure execution of procedures. These procedures cannot be modified

or manipulated after being uploaded to the blockchain. Like every program they are

susceptible to present bugs. Avoiding bugs in these programs is of great importance

for two main reasons. First, they constantly perform money transfers so a faulty imple-

mentation can cause money losses. Second, once a contract is uploaded to the chain

it cannot be modified or changed in any way. Therefor their implementation must be

heavily checked before they are uploaded to the blockchain.

In this master’s thesis we present a new approach of model checking of smart contracts

using logic programming. To achieve this we use the theoretical framework of transition

systems and Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). We use transition systems to formally define

the behaviour of the smart contracts and LTL to describe properties and invariants that

must be preserved during the execution of the models. From each transition system

we write a Prolog program that implements its behaviour. Finally we check that the

properties defined in LTL hold by asking queries to the Prolog engine.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cryptocurrencies and blockchain technologies have been gaining attention in the past

years. Their popularity has been constantly raising since their inception by the anony-

mous author Satoshi Nakamoto [1]. Blockchain technologies are a purely peer-to-peer

version of electronic cash that allows online payments directly from one party to an-

other. The main objective of blockchain technologies is to provide this functionality

without the intervention of any financial institution. Basically, it tries to solve the prob-

lem of trust in electronic commerce.

A blockchain can be thought of as a distributed ledger that enables peer-to-peer trans-

actions. Each device connected to the blockchain is called a node and contains a com-

plete copy of the blockchain. The blockchain is a data structure formed by blocks. Each

block contains a header and a body. The header identifies the block using its index, the

timestamp when the block was mined, the hash of the previous block and its hash. The

body contains the data stored in the blockchain, it usually contains the information of

the transactions performed until this block. The hash of the previous block is included

as reference to the previous block. Any change of information in the previous blocks

can be detected using these hashes, making it very difficult to add malicious blocks or

modify the information of the previous transactions stored in the chain.

Block 0
Genesis Block
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Timestamp

Previous Hash

Hash

Data

Previous Hash

Timestamp

Index

Block 1

Hash

Data

Previous Hash

Timestamp

Index

Block 2

Hash

Data

Figure 1.1: This figure represents the internal structure of a blockchain.
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1 Introduction

But this is not enough to avoid attacks, if an attacker recalculates all the hashes of

the successive blocks he could introduce a malicious block in the chain. To avoid it,

blockchains used what is called a Proof of Work (PoW). A PoW is mechanism that slows

down the creation of new blocks. If the PoW is hard enough, the attacker will not be

able to compute the modified chain in time. Besides this, blockchains exploit their dis-

tributed nature to verify new blocks using a consensus algorithm.

In spite of the current unavoidable relation between smart contracts and blockchain

technologies, the origins of smart contracts go back to 1994. Smart contracts were pre-

sented by Nick Szabo [2, 3] and then they were refined in 1997 [4]. In these works he

present smart contracts as a new way of writing contracts after what he calls the digital

revolution. In this context, a contract is a program that allows to check some previously

accepted conditions, and automatically perform actions depending on these require-

ments. He proposes a high level description using a car renting service. In this service,

while the user of the car pays the rent, the car continues working, but in the moment he

stops paying the car stops working. The contracts need to be reliable and robust against

attacks. To ensure their robustness and correct performance as legal entities, he state

some objectives that must be achieved in contract design: observability defined as the

ability to observe each other performance; verifiability, the abilitiy of a user to prove

to an arbitrator that a contract has been performed or breached; privity which is the

principle that knowledge and control over the contents and performance of a contract

should be distributed among parties; and enforceability. The idea of contract also en-

forces what is often called "notarization". A notary is an entity that certifies that the

affiant swore is true and that this person is who he claims to be. He proposed using

certificates and cryptographic mechanism to avoid the need of a notary. When the first

blockchains were developed, they looked like a perfect fit for smart contracts. But in

order to support them they need further improvements.

The first blockchain to include full support of smart contracts technologies was Ethereum

[5]. To support smart contracts they introduced the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)

that allows the execution of procedures as transactions in the blockchain. Every in-

struction in the EVM has some gas consumption attached to it. Code execution in the

EVM needs to be linked with the account from which will consume gas. The language

they presented to write contracts is Solidity, a Turing-complete language that compiles

to EVM code. When a contract in Solidity is compiled to EVM can be uploaded to the

Ethereum blockchain to be executed. A procedure call in Solidity is performed as a

message call. This message needs to contain several parameters, between them the

available gas and the gas price, which are needed to restrict the amount of gas available

in the execution of a contract operation. This fee is needed as a consequence of using

a Turing-complete language to write contracts. Without it, an error that produces an
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1.1 State of the art

infinite loop can provoke the complete loss of money from the caller account. This is

why the EVM is a quasi-Turing-complete machine, it adds the exceptional halting con-

dition, when the execution of a procedure runs out of gas.

Nowadays, a smart contract is a program that is executed in the blockchain. As pro-

grams they have a well-defined life cycle. First a developer writes a smart contract

which is compiled to a byte code supported by the blockchain. Then, the contract is

published in the blockchain. In general smart-contracts are read-only, once they are

published in the blockchain they cannot be modified. After that, the contract can be

initialized using its address. When it is initialized, users can make transactions using

the address of the contract. A transaction contains the function of the contract to be

executed and its arguments. These transactions are stored in the blockchain’s pool of

transactions waiting to be executed and validated. Transactions are selected from the

pool by the blockchain platform, and are executed by a set of nodes. After its execution

a consensus algorithm is executed [6]. Once the valid result has been computed and

verified, its result is inserted in the next block that will be appended in the blockchain

and in this moment the state of the contract will be updated. This life cycle shows one

of the main reasons why the correctness of smart contracts before they are uploaded to

the blockchain is of key importance: once the contract is in the blockchain it cannot be

updated or changed in any way, so an error in its implementation is a bug that cannot

be fixed.

The rapid adoption of smart contracts is also growing the interest of hackers for these

platforms. In 2016 a crowdfunding project called DAO was attacked [7]. This project

raised over $150 million dollars. The objective of this project was to create smart con-

tracts that remotely control devices like locks. Due to bugs in the implementation of

these contracts, the attackers stole over 3 million ETH1. In November of 2017 a vulnera-

bility in the base library of smart contract code in the Ethereum platform was reported

by an anonymous user [8]. This bug blocked funds in 587 wallets holding a total amount

of 513,744.15 ETH. This trend continues as the blockchain technologies become more

popular. These errors arise the other reason why the correctness of smart contracts is a

priority, bugs in their implementation can provoke very high money losses.

1.1 STATE OF THE ART

Efforts to make smart contracts less buggy and more reliable are becoming a very re-

current research topic. It is faced from three different perspectives security analysis,

language design and program correctness [9, 10, 11, 12]. The first perspective is fo-

1ETH is the Ethereum coin.
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cused on analyzing the execution environment of smart contracts to find vulnerabili-

ties that an attacker could exploit. The second perspective tries to introduce the latest

advancements in programming language design to the smart contracts programming

languages. The last one consists in using formal verification techniques to ensure the

correctness of the smart contracts behaviour and their execution environment.

Languages in the blockchain can be classified depending on their type (high-level, in-

termediate representation and low-level), their paradigm (imperative, functional or logic),

their instruction set (Turing-complete or restricted), their semantics (formal or infor-

mal) and their metering (execution costs) [10]. Some of the choices taken by the lan-

guage designers are:

• To make explicit the state transition. Using this concept programmers can create

explicit state transition function and manage state in an explicit way. It also allows

to create an explicit transition function and some features like reentrancy.

• The introduction of pure functional programming, that provides advantages like

equational reasoning through the use of pure functions. In these languages func-

tions can be designed to be executed atomically and reversibly. It also brings ad-

vantages of explicit state modification.

• The usage of restricted instructions to avoid Turing-completeness. The key idea

is to prevent unwanted behaviour by restricting the instruction set. Languages

with restricted instructions prevent the appearance of infinite loops and recursion

which can lead to blocking the node that executes the contract code.

• The implementation of strongly typed systems. The use of a strongly typed sys-

tem gives some advantages to any programming language like type checking at

compile time.

The necessity of Turing-completeness in smart contract implementation has generated

some controversy among the programming language community. In [12] they analyze

if smart contracts language require a Turing-complete language. They analyze a dataset

of 53,737 verified Ethereum smart contracts. Their goal was to classify these contracts

based on the computability class they belong to. Their results showed that only 6.9% of

the contracts needed a Turing-complete programming language. These analysis con-

clude that the use of non-Turing languages in the context of smart contracts is totally

reasonable.

Formal verification techniques are the most promising techniques to achieve correct-

ness of smart contracts [9]. The usual framework to formally verify code consists in

implementing a formal model that represents the behaviour of the system [13]. Then
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implement a formal specification using a logic that can express properties of the sys-

tem. And finally prove the correctness of the model showing that the properties defined

in the specification hold.

1.2 PROPOSAL

In this thesis we propose the usage of logic programs to check properties on smart con-

tracts. To do this, first we need to gain some understanding of a particular blockchain

platform. Specially its smart contracts system. After that we have to choose the formal-

ism that will help us to reason about their behaviour. Once we have a formally defined

the behavior of the models, we will implement them using Prolog. These programs

must behave accordingly with their formal definition. We also need to choose some

logic that help us to reason about properties that should hold in the models. Finally we

must provide an automatic way to find errors in the models according to the properties

stated in the selected logic.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THIS DOCUMENT

In chapter 2 we present the selected blockchain platform Æternity and its smart con-

tract programming language Sophia. We also make a brief introduction to the Linear

Temporal Logic, the formalism that we use to define properties of smart contracts. In

this chapter we also introduce the Prolog constructs that we use in the development

of the implementation of the models. In chapter 3 we show the process of formally

modeling Sophia contracts as transition systems and how to translate these transition

systems to logic programs. Chapter 4 show examples of properties that can be checked

using the Prolog programs developed in this thesis. Finally the chapter 5 summarize

what has been achieved in this work and presents further improvements and new re-

search opportunities.
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2 PRELIMINARIES: ÆTERNITY / SOPHIA

The main objective of this chapter is to provide enough background on the technologies

that will be used through the rest of this document. We start presenting Æternity, the

blockchain platform of reference used in this thesis. After that, we introduce Sophia,

the programming language used to write smart contracts on the Æternity platform. We

present two examples of smart contracts written in Sophia. Then we provide a brief

introduction to Prolog. Finally we introduce the formalism that we will use to reason

about the contract correctness: linear temporal logic.

2.1 THE BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM: ÆTERNITY

Æternity [14] is an open source blockchain platform written in Erlang. Its main goal

is to solve Ethereum scalability issues using the next generation of Nakamoto consen-

sus algorithm in conjunction with state channels. State channels provide an off-chain

encrypted peer-to-peer communication protocol for trustless execution of smart con-

tracts.

Apart from this, Æternity is heavily inspired in Ethereum. Like Ethereum, has its own

virtual machine called FATE. In this virtual machine the execution of each operation

is also associated with a fee called "gas cost". FATE is more efficient that its Ethereum

counterpart. The same contract compiled to both platforms generates a smaller binary

and more efficient1 program in FATE. This is achieved using a higher level language

that directly uses transactions as the basic operations of the virtual machine. Æternity

also supports the usage of oracles. An oracle is an external service that provides smart

contracts with some information from the world outside the blockchain.

The other main contribution of the Æternity platform is its smart contract language

Sophia explained in the next section.

1Consumes less gas because the VM is more efficient.
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2.2 THE LANGUAGE: SOPHIA

In this section we introduce Sophia [14], the smart contracts language used in the Æter-

nity platform. Sophia is a functional language in the ML family. It is strongly typed and

has restricted mutable state. The description will be driven by the abstract syntax tree

of the language.

File → Block(TopDecl)
TopDecl → [payable] contract Con = Block(Decl)

| namespace Con = Block(Decl)
| @compiler PragmaOp Version
| include String

PragmaOp → < | =< | == | >= | >
Version → Sep1(Int, . )

Figure 2.1: Syntax of top-level declarations in Sophia.

The top level declaration may contain:

• A contract definition, identified with the keyword contract. The contract will

contain a block of declarations. Declarations can be data type declarations, type

aliases, functions and entry points.

• A name space, identified with the keyword namespace. Also contains a block of

declarations, but the difference with a contract is that it cannot contain entry

points.

• Compiler information, like the compiler version needed. The version number

consist of a sequence of integers separated by dots.

• Package imports, marked with the keyword include.

Decl → type Id [( TVar* )] = TypeAlias
| record Id [( TVar* )] = RecordType
| datatype Id [( TVar* )] = DataType
| (EModifier* entrypoint | FModifier* function) Block(FunDecl)

EModifier → payable | stateful
FModifier → stateful | private

Figure 2.2: Syntax of declarations in Sophia.

Declarations can be:

• Type aliases, identified with the keyword type.

• Record declarations, usually contain the state declaration of the contract. They

are identified with the keyword record.

16
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• Data type declarations, identified with the keyword datatype.

• Entry points, identified with the keyword entrypoint. Entry points can be marked

with the modifier payable and stateful. payable means that the entry point can

be called with a value greater than 0. stateful means that the entry point can

perform put operations that modify the state of the contract.

• Functions, identified with the keyword function. Their main difference with entry

points is that they cannot be called from outside the contract. They can be marked

with stateful if they modify the state of the contract. Finally they allow a modifier

private to avoid their use from other modules.

Can be noticed that type variables are optional in the type declarations. This is because

Sophia supports type inference, so the type of variables can be avoided on declarations.

FunDecl → Id : Type Type signature
| Id Args [: Type] = Block(Stmt) Definition

Args → ( Sep(Pattern, ,) )

Figure 2.3: Syntax of functions in Sophia.

Finally each entry point and function should provide a definition with its name and its

arguments. Again, types can be omitted thanks to type inference.

2.3 EXAMPLES

This section presents two examples of smart contracts. These contracts will be the driv-

ing examples through the rest of the document.

2.3.1 LOTTERY

In this section we implement a contract that performs a lottery. A lottery is a form of

gambling that involves drawing numbers at random for a prize. Lotteries can be per-

formed in very different ways. Some of them choose to have a fixed prize. In our case

the prize of the lottery will change depending on the number of tickets that are sold.

To implement this contract first of all we need to define its internal state. The state of

the lottery requires:

• A data structure to store the participants. This data structure should support more

than one appearance of each participant.

• An integer that stores the quantity of the prize.

17



2 Preliminaries: Æternity / Sophia

• An integer that stores the moment in the future when the lottery is finished.

This state can be written in Sophia as the record:

record state = { participants : list(address),

price_sum : int,

close_height : int

}

In this record appears the concept of height. In blockchain technologies the height of

the chain is usually used as a timing reference. When new blocks are mined we have

the sense that the time passes.

Now we need to define the entry points that this contract will support. We will need an

initialization entry point, an entry point that sets up a new lottery, an entry point to buy

tickets, and an entry point that makes the transference to the winner of the lottery. A

high level description of each them is:

• init, this entry point is called only once, when a contract is created. Its goal is to

set up the initial state of the contract.

• start will be called to start a new lottery.

• buy is the entry point to buy a ticket.

• claim computes the winner and transfers the money to its account.

The first entry point that we are going to implement is init. Is the simplest of them,

and just initializes the state of the contract.

entrypoint init() : state =

{ participants = [],

price_sum = 0,

close_height = 0

}

start can only be called by the contract’s owner. We will assume that a lottery contract

can be started more than once. To avoid starting an ongoing lottery we will check that

the actual prize is equal to 0. We need an extra argument to calculate the height in

which the lottery finishes. We have the following requirements:

• The caller must be the creator of the contract.

• The prize must be equal to 0.

• The argument to compute the close height must be a positive number.

18
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As a result, the entry point will update the state of the contract, setting the participants

to the empty list and the close_height to the computed height. Because the state is

updated is necessary to mark this entry point as stateful.

stateful entrypoint start(n : int) =

require( Call.caller == Contract.creator, "not creator")

require( state.price_sum == 0, "lottery ongoing")

require( n > 1, "block in future")

put(state{ participants = [],

close_height = Chain.block_height + n })

The next entry point we are going to implement is buy. buy can only be called while

the contract is not completed, meaning that the close height is greater than the cur-

rent height of the blockchain. Every ticket costs 10 æs2. From this we can infer some

requirements:

• The close height should be greater than the current block.

• The value passed to the called should be equal to the ticket price, 10 æs.

When a call satisfies the previous requirements, the entry point updates the state of the

contract adding the caller to the list of the participants and incrementing the price sum.

stateful payable entrypoint buy() =

require( state.close_height > Chain.block_height, "lottery closed")

require( Call.value == 10, "ticket price 10")

put(state{ participants = Call.caller :: state.participants,

price_sum = state.price_sum + 8 }) // we take 20%

state.close_height

This entry point needs to be marked as stateful and payable. This is because it updates

the state of the contract, but also needs some money to be passed through the value of

the call. It is important to note that buy can be called more than once by the same

account. Adding this capability allows someone to buy more than one ticket to improve

their chance of wining the prize.

The last entry point is claim. To call this operation two conditions must be fulfilled:

• The current height should be greater than the close height.

• There must be some prize to claim.

2æ is the name of the coin used in Æternity
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When these requirements are satisfied, this command computes the winner and per-

forms a transference from the contract’s account to the winner’s account.

stateful entrypoint claim() : option(address) =

require( Chain.block_height >= state.close_height, "result not yet known")

require( state.price_sum > 0, "no ongoing lottery")

let winner = state.close_height mod List.length(state.participants)

let winner_account = List.get(winner, state.participants)

Chain.spend(winner_account, state.price_sum)

put(state{ price_sum = 0 })

Some(winner_account)

After a successful call to this operation, the contract state is updated. This operation

leaves the lottery prize to 0. In each execution of the contract this operation can be

called once. After a successful execution of claim, the owner of the contract can restart

the lottery with a new call to start.

2.3.2 DUTCH AUCTION

In this section we implement a contract that performs a dutch auction. A dutch auction

differs from a traditional auction in the way it works. At the beginning the auctioneer

starts with a high asking price. This price decreases until some participant accepts the

price or the auction reaches a reserved price.

Like in the previous example, the first step to implement this contract is to define its

internal state. This state will be constituted by:

• The amount that will decrease at each step.

• The starting price, that will be decrease at each step.

• A reserve price, which is the minimum price that the auction can reach.

• The starting height of the auction, to compute the new price every time a new

block is mined.

• The address of the consignor, who will receive the price of the object once its sold.

• A boolean that indicates if the object is sold.

This state can be written in Sophia as a record:

record state = { start_price : int,

reserve_price : int,
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start_height : int,

bid_dec : int,

consignor : address,

sold : bool

}

Now we need to define the entry points the contract. We will need an initialization entry

point and an entry point that lets users bid in the auction. A high level description of

the entry points is:

• init, this entry point is called only once, when a contract is created. Its goal is to

set up the initial state of the contract.

• bid is the entry point that lets an user bid in the auction.

In this example init is a slightly more complex entry point. It needs the address of

the consignor, the starting price, the reserve price and the decrease amount. The entry

point must check that these arguments satisfy some properties:

• The reserve price, decrease amount and initial price should be positive numbers.

• The start price should be greater or equal to the reserve price.

entrypoint init(consignor, start, reserve, decrease) : state =

require(reserve > 0, "non positive reserve price")

require(decrease > 0, "non positive decrease price")

require(start >= reserve, "start price lower than reserve price")

{ consignor = consignor,

start_price = start,

reserve_price = reserve,

start_height = Chain.block_height,

bid_dec = decrease,

sold = false

}

Before looking at the bid entry point, we defined two auxiliary functions. The first of

them is a predicate that checks if the auction is finished. The second is a function that

calculates the current price of the object based on the current height of the chain.

function ended() : bool =

state.sold || current_price() < state.reserve_price

function current_price() : int =
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2 Preliminaries: Æternity / Sophia

state.start_price - (Chain.block_height - state.start_height)

* state.bid_dec

bid is the entry point that allows someone to buy what is being auctioned. The call to

this entry point should be performed with a higher price than the current price of the

auction. After the call, the excess of money is returned to the caller. This entry point

can only be called while the auction is not finished. It must also check that the value

paid is greater or equal to the current price of the bid. So the requirements that must be

satisfied to call this entry point are:

• The auction cannot be finished.

• The value of the auction should be greater or equal to the current price of the

auction.

After fulfilling the requirements, this entry point performs two transfers, one to the con-

signor (with the current price of the auction) and another one to the caller (with the dif-

ference between the price and the call’s value). Finally, it sets the sold field in the record

state to true to mark the auction as finished.

stateful payable entrypoint bid() =

require(!ended(), "Auction ended")

let current = current_price() // calculates the current price

let excess = Call.value - current

require(excess >= 0, "Bid too low")

let remaining = Call.value - excess

Chain.spend(Call.caller, excess) // transfers the excess to the caller

Chain.spend(state.consignor, remaining)

put(state{ sold = true })

This entry point needs to be marked as stateful because modifies the sold boolean in

the internal state. And also needs to be marked as payable because it needs to be called

with a value greater or equal than the current price. The lower bound that the price can

reach is the reserved price.

2.4 A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO PROLOG

The aim of this section is to provide enough background on Prolog to be able to under-

stand the programs written in this thesis. First we present the basics of Prolog. After

that we introduce some constructs heavily used in the code written in this thesis.
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Prolog is a declarative programming language. In contrast to imperative languages, is

focused on describing how the program works at the logic level instead of defining its

control flow. Apart from being declarative, Prolog is also a logic programming language.

Logic programming is a programming paradigm based on formal logic. In logic pro-

gramming, a program is a collection of rules that describe relations.

In Prolog everything is a term. These terms can be:

• Variables, should start with uppercase letters or with an underscore. When a vari-

able starts with an underscore, means that this variable is an anonymous variable.

• Atomic terms, such as true or 0. May vary depending on the Prolog system.

• Compound terms, represented as F (t1, ...tn) where ti is a term and F is a functor

of arity N . Compound terms are usually represented with their functor name and

their arity, F /N .

A Prolog program contains a set of predicates. Predicates have a name and zero or more

arguments. Each predicate is defined by a collection of clauses. Each clause can be a

rule or a fact. Rules are clauses with the form Head :- Body where Head is a compound

term. Its functor name corresponds to the predicate name, and its subterms correspond

to the predicate arguments. The Body of a predicate is constituted by a set of goals. Each

goal is a Prolog term. When a rule does not contain any goal in its body its equivalent

to Head :- true, and its called a fact.

To run a Prolog program, the user must write a goal to be find by the Prolog engine. To

show this we have written the simple predicate size. This predicate relates the structure

of the list with the integer that represents its size.

size([], 0).
size([_|T], N) :- size(T, N1), N is N1 + 1.

We can use this predicate to compute the length of a given list:

?- size([1,2,3], N).
N = 3.

But the main advantage of Prolog compared with other programming languages is that

predicates are reversible, so we can ask the Prolog engine how would it look a list with

3 elements:

?- size(Xs, 3).
List = [_, _, _].

In fact even more general queries can be asked to the Prolog engine:
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?- size(Xs, N).
Xs = [],
N = 0 n
Xs = [_],
N = 1 n
Xs = [_, _],
...

The rest of the section shows some Prolog constructs used in this thesis. In the work

developed in this thesis we have used the SWI-Prolog environment [15] .

2.4.1 LAMBDA EXPRESSIONS

The idea of lambda expressions is directly inherited from functional programming lan-

guages. In Prolog they provide us with high-order programming allowing meta-calls to

predicates. The library used in this thesis is called yall [16] and heavily relies on the

use of the call meta predicate. A lambda expression in yall uses the syntax:

{..}/[...]>>Goal

{..} is used to define free variables. It uses set notation so the order of the variables

does not matter. Free variables are very useful to ignore variables that do not contain

necessary information in our queries. [..] is used to define lambda-parameters. Here

the order of variables matters. This notation is equivalent to the lambdas used in func-

tional programming languages. An example of query:

?- {Trace}/(initial_state(I0),
finally(I0, _, Trace,

[S]>>(below_reserve(_,S),
sold(_,S)))).

In this example we used lambda parameters to relate the arguments passed to the pred-

icates below_reserve and sold. We also used the free variable Trace to ignore the con-

tent of the variables I0 and S making the query results clearer:

Trace = [(mine, [])] n
Trace = [(mine, []), (mine, [])] n
...

2.4.2 RECORDS AND DICTIONARIES

The library record [17] provides named access to fields in a record. The structure of a

record is represented with a compound term:

:- record s(id=0, accounts=accounts{}).
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With this definition we get predicates to access and modify the fields of this record

for free. To access the id we would use the predicate s_id(S,Id) and to set it to 0

set_id_of_s(S,0).

Dictionaries [18] are supported by default in SWI-Prolog. They provide a syntax to ac-

cess structures with named arguments. An example of dictionary:

point{x:1, y:2}

This dictionary defines the structure point constituted by two arguments, x and y.

2.4.3 CONSTRAINT LOGIC PROGRAMMING OVER FINITE DOMAINS

Constraint Logic Programming over Finite Domains (CLP(FD)) [19] is a library that ex-

tends logic programming over specialized domains. It provides real support of rela-

tional reasoning of integers.

To use it over arithmetic constraints we just need to import the library clpfd. This pro-

vides with relations to express arithmetic constraints like:

E1 #= E2 E1 equals E2

E1 #< E2 E1 is less than E2

E1 #> E2 E1 is greater than E2

E1 #\= E2 E1 is not equal to E2

E1 #>= E2 E1 is greater or equal than E2

E1 #=< E2 E1 is less or equal than E2

It also overloads the arithmetic expressions over integers. In this thesis we use finite

domains to avoid non sufficiently instantiated errors in our models.

2.4.4 DEFINITE CLAUSE GRAMMARS

A Definite Clause Grammar (DCG) is a Prolog construct that describes a list. Opera-

tionally DCG are usually used to parse, generate and check lists. Its syntax is described

by rules with the form:

Head --> Body.

In this thesis we use DCG to describe state mutation in a similar way monads are used

in functional programming languages like Haskell.
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2.5 LINEAR TEMPORAL LOGIC (LTL)

Linear Temporal Logic, or LTL, is a temporal logic that supports operators to reason

about the future. It models time as a sequence of states. These sequences can be of

infinite length. LTL’s syntax extends the syntax of propositional logic with temporal

connectives. The syntax of LTL is represented in Figure 2.4.

φ → true | false |p |¬φ |φ∧φ |φ∨φ |φ⇒φ propositional logic
| �φ |♦φ | ©φ |φUφ |φW φ |φRφ temporal connectives

Figure 2.4: Linear temporal logic syntax.

where φ is a valid formula in LTL and p is a proposition. ©φ means that the next state

satisfies φ. ♦ means that some state in the future finally satisfies φ. �φ means that φ

holds globally. Binary operators are U ,W,R and called until, release and weak-until.

The rest of this section is used to explain the semantics LTL.

2.5.1 TRANSITION SYSTEMS AND LTL SEMANTICS

Informally, a transition system describes the potential behaviour of a system in terms

of states and transitions between those states. States may be labeled to mark some

property of the state. Transition systems have a fundamental difference with finite state

machines, the set of states and the set of transitions between states can be potentially

infinite. Transition systems are usually called models.

Formally, a transition system can be defined as the 5-tuple T = (S, Act ,→,S0,L) where:

• S is the set of states in the system.

• Act is a set of actions allowed in the system.

• → is the transition relation S×Act ×S. An example of this relation can be (s0,α1, s1)

where α1 is the action, s0 is the initial state and s1 is the next state. From now on,

we are going to represent these relations with the arrow notation: s0
α1−→ s1.

• S0 is the set of initial states.

e labeling function $L S → P$ where P is a label of a property that holds in the state S.

A path π= s1 → s2 → ... is a sequence of states that represents the future of the system. As

a convention we are going to use πn to refer to the nth state in the path. Given a model

M , a path π and a LTL formula φ we can define the satisfaction relation π |=φ as follows:
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π |= true (2.1)

π �|= false (2.2)

π |= p iff p ∈ L(s1) (2.3)

π |= ¬φ iff π �|=φ (2.4)

π |=φ1 ∧φ2 iff π |=φ1 and π |=φ2π |=φ1 ∨φ2 iff π |=φ1 or π |=φ2 (2.5)

π |=φ1 →φ2 iff π |=φ2 whenever π |=φ1 (2.6)

π |=©φ iff π2 |=φ (2.7)

π |=♦φ iff there is some i ≥ 1 such that πi |=φ (2.8)

π |=�φ iff, for all i ≥ 1πi |=φ (2.9)

π |=φUψ iff there is some i ≥ 1 such that πi |=ψ and for all

j = 1, ..., i −1 we have π j |=φ
(2.10)

π |=φW ψ iff either there is some i ≥ 1 such that πi |=ψ and for all

j = 1, ..., i −1 we have π j |=φ; or for allk ≥ 1 we have πk |=φ
(2.11)

π |=φRψ iff either there is some i ≥ 1 such that πi |=φ and for all

j = 1, ..., i we have π j |=ψ, or for allk ≥ 1 we have πk |=ψ
(2.12)

(2.13)

It is usually convenient to express transition systems using directed graphs. In these

graphs each node is represents a state and each vertex a transition. Each state is an-

notated with the predicates that are true in that state. For example, consider transition

system represented in Figure 2.5.

This diagram represents the transition system M = ({s0, s1}, {a,b},→, {s0},L) where:

• The labeling function L is defined as: L(s0) = {p}, L(s1) = {q}.

• The transition relation → is defined as:s0
a−→ s1, s1

b−→ s0.

s0start s1

a

b

Figure 2.5: Example of a directed graph representing a transition system.

Now we can check if LTL formulas that hold on this model:

• s0 |= p holds, since s0 can be labeled with p using L.
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• s0
a−→ s1 |=©q holds because the next state of s0 is s1 and p holds in s1.

• s0
a−→ s1 |=♦q holds because there is a state after s0 in which q finally holds (this is

s1).

• s0
a−→ s1 �|= �p since s1 is not labeled with p.
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3 REPRESENTING ÆTERNITY SMART

CONTRACTS AS CONSTRAINT LOGIC

PROGRAMS

The aim of this chapter is to show the process of modeling smart contracts using con-

straint logic programs. To do it, we represent contracts as transition systems, a for-

malism that will help us to model program behaviour. This formalism is explained in

section 2.5.1. We start introducing very simple models and we show how they can be

translated to logic programs. These models introduce the main Prolog features and the

formal notation that we will use in the rest of the document. After that, we formalize and

implement Æternity’s blockchain behaviour and write a model simulating it. Finally we

will explain how to design models of smart contracts and write them as constraint logic

programs1.

3.1 REPRESENTING MODELS AS CONSTRAINT LOGIC PROGRAMS

The objective of this section is to show how to model the behaviour of programs using

transition systems and how these can be translated to a logic program. After that, we

explain two examples: a model that behaves like a counter and a model that simulates

the behaviour of a very simple banking program. Finally we show some queries that

can be asked to Prolog to obtain information about these models. In this section we do

not provide labeling functions since we are only interested in how to model programs.

We assume that the labeling function behaves like the identity function.

The process of translating the behaviour of a program written as a transition system to

a Prolog program is very straightforward. We need to perform the following steps:

1. Encode the state with a Prolog term. This term should be capable of representing

each of the states from the set S.

2. Relate the set of actions Act with a set of Prolog atoms.

1the complete implementation of these models is available in Appendix A.
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3. Write a predicate next that captures the transition relation.

3.1.1 COUNTER

A counter is a simple program with an integer as its internal state. We will provide two

operations to our counter:

• inc will increment the counter state by one.

• dec will decrement the counter state by one.

The state transition diagram of this program starting in the state 0 is described by in

Figure 3.1 . From this diagram, we can write a formal definition of the behaviour of

the counter using a transition system. The transition system Counter is defined by the

4-tuple (S, Act ,→,S0) where:

• S =Z

• Act = {inc,dec}

• The transition relation:

s
inc−−→ s′ where s′ = s +1

s
dec−−→ s′ where s′ = s −1

• S0 = {0}

0start 1 2 ...−1...

inc inc inc inc inc

decdecdecdecdec

Figure 3.1: State transition diagram of Counter.

To represent the transition relation of Counter in Prolog we need to define a predicate

next/3. This predicate represents the transition relation of the transition system and

modifies the current state depending on the received instruction:

next(inc) --> state(N0, N), { N #= N0 + 1 }.
next(dec) --> state(N0, N), { N #= N0 - 1 }.

It is also useful to write a predicate to generate traces of actions. exec_trace is an ex-

ample of implementation of this predicate:

exec_trace([I]) --> next(I).
exec_trace([I|Is]) --> next(I), exec_trace(Is).
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Finally we want a predicate that relates a trace of instructions with a final state. The

starting point of the program is s0 = 0:

exec(Is, S) :-
S0 #= 0,
length(Is, _), % iterative deepening
phrase(exec_trace(Is), [S0], [S]).

With this last predicate we have finished the model definition. With this model we can

make several queries searching for some information:

• We can check if a given trace can arrive to a certain state:

?- exec([inc, inc, inc], 3).
true

?- exec([inc, inc, inc, dec], 3).
false.

The first query succeeds because the model allows: 0
inc−−→ s1

inc−−→ s2
inc−−→ 3. The

second query fails because 0
inc−−→ s1

inc−−→ s2
inc−−→ s3

dec−−→ 3 cannot be expressed by

Counter.

• We can ask Prolog to generate traces that arrive to certain states:

?- exec(Is, 3).
Is = [inc, inc, inc] n
Is = [inc, inc, inc, inc, dec] n
...

This query can be used to generate every trace between the initial state s0 = 0 and

the final state s = 3:

0
inc−−→ s1

inc−−→ s2
inc−−→ 3

0
inc−−→ s1

inc−−→ s2
inc−−→ s3

inc−−→ s4
dec−−→ 3

. . .

• We can generate arbitrary traces and final states:

?- exec(Is, S).
Is = [inc],
S = 1 n
Is = [dec],
S = -1 n
Is = [inc, inc],
S = 2 n
...

This query will generate every single trace and final state starting from 0:
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0
inc−−→ 1

0
dec−−→−1

0
inc−−→ s1

inc−−→ 2

. . .

With this very simple example we can observe the flexibility that a Prolog model can

provide us. In the next section we will take a look to an example with more operations

and a slightly more complex state.

3.1.2 BANK

The simplest banking program that we can think of is a program that stores a relation

between account numbers and balances. It must define operations that will introduce

and retrieve money from accounts. An operation that transfers money between ac-

counts is also important. The model of this banking program will provide the following

operations:

• createwill create an account with an unique identifier and will store it in the state.

• d(A,N) will deposit N on account A.

• w(A,N) will retrieve N from account A.

• t(F,T,N) will retrieve N from account F and will deposit it on account T .

As in the previous example we can draw a state transition diagram that describes the

behaviour of the model. This diagram is represented in Figure 3.2

From this state transition diagram and the previous description we can write a formal

definition of the behaviour of a banking program. The transition system B ank is de-

fined by the 4-tuple (S, Act ,→,S0) where:

• S = Set (Account : B al ance) where Account ∈N,B al ance ∈N to deal with this state,

it is useful to define some functions to access and modify parts of the state:

account s :: Set (Account s : B al ance) → Set Account s

bal ance :: Account ×Set (Account s : B al ance) → B al ance

upd ate :: (Account : B al ance)×Set (Account s : B al ance) → Set (Account s : B al ance)

• Act = { create, d/2, w/2, t/3 }

• The transition relation:
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{}start

{1 : 0}

{1 : N }

{1 : 0,2 : 0}
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...d(1,i)
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Figure 3.2: State transition diagram of Bank.

s
create−−−−−→ s′ where s′ = s ∪ {I d : 0}

where account s(s)∩ {I d} =�

s
d(A,N)−−−−−→ s′ where s′ = upd ate(A : B , s)

where B = bal ance(A, s)+N

A ∈ account s(s)

N ∈N

s
w(A,N)−−−−−→ s′ where s′ = upd ate(A : B , s)

where B = bal ance(s, A)−N

B ≥ 0

A ∈ account s(s)

N ∈N

s
t(F,T,N)−−−−−−→ s′ where s

w(F,N)−−−−−→ s1
d(T,N)−−−−−→ s′

where F ∈ account s(s)

T ∈ account s(s)

N ∈N

• S0 = {�}
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In this example we are making an assumption that is worth mentioning. The assump-

tion is that accounts cannot contain a negative number. This makes our model easier

to understand and eludes some banking concepts like "debt" or "bankrupt".

Now it is time to write a constraint logic program from the B ank definition. The fist step

is to decide the representation of the state of B ank. In this example we are going to use

a record. This record will contain two fields inside it. The first of them is a dictionary

of accounts, that will relate each account with its balance. The second one is an integer

that will be used to generate unique identifier for each of the accounts. Using this state

we can generate unique identifiers for every account.

:- record s(id=0, accounts=accounts{}).

The second step to write the Prolog program is to select the set of atoms that will repre-

sent Act :

Act Prolog term

create create_account

d/2 deposit

w/2 withdraw

t/3 transfer

The last step is to define the predicate that will represent the B ank’s transition relation.

As in the previous example we will represent this transition function using the predicate

next/4. This time we need 4 arguments instead of 3 because we need to add the list of

arguments that each operation needs to compute the next state.

Account creation is a very straightforward operation. It accesses the previous state, gen-

erates a new account with balance 0 and stores it in the new state. The only requirement

expressed in the specification is that the account address should be unique. This is

achieved using the Id field of the record.

next(create_account, []) -->
state(S0, s(Id, Acc)),
{

s_accounts(S0, Acc0), % access the accounts
s_id(S0, Id0), % access the id
Id #= Id0 + 1, % computes the new id
put_dict(Id0, Acc0, 0, Acc) % updates the accounts dictionary

}.

withdraw and deposit are symmetrical operations. One of them increments the ac-

count balance with the given amount and the other one decrements it. withdraw also

needs an extra constraint that checks that the resulting balance is a positive number.

next(withdraw, [Account, Amount]) -->
state(S0, s(Id, Acc)),
{
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Amount #> 0, % the amount to withdraw should be a positive number
s_accounts(S0, Acc0),
s_id(S0, Id),
get_dict(Account, Acc0, Balance0),
Balance #= Balance0 - Amount, % compute the new balance
Balance #>= 0, % the new balance should be positive
put_dict(Account, Acc0, Balance, Acc)

}.

The remaining operation, transfer, can be implemented as the composition of withdraw

and deposit.

next(transfer, [From, To, Amount]) -->
next(withdraw, [From, Amount]),
next(deposit, [To, Amount]).

The predicates to relate traces and states can be taken from the previous example.

When exec/2 and exec_trace/3 are defined we can ask Prolog interesting queries:

• We can check that a state can be reached with a given trace:

?- exec([(create_account, []), (create_account, [])],
s(2, accounts{0:0, 1:0})).

true

This query succeeds because � create−−−−−→ {0 : 0}
create−−−−−→ {0 : 0,1 : 0} is representable by

the specification of B ank

• We can compute a new state from a given trace:

?- exec([(create_account, []), (deposit, [0, 100])], S).
S = s(1, accounts{0:100})

?- exec([(create_account, []), (deposit, [1, 100])], S).
false.

The first query is true because the trace � create−−−−−→ {0 : 0}
d(0,100)−−−−−−→ {0 : 100} can be rep-

resented in the model. The second returns false because it cannot be expressed

in the model. To be able execute the second command in the trace, the account 1

needs to be created first.

• We can generate arbitrary traces and states:

?- exec(Trace, S).
Trace = [(create_account, [])],
S = s(1, accounts{0:0}) n
Trace = [(create_account, []), (create_account, [])],
S = s(2, accounts{0:0, 1:0}) n
Trace = [(create_account, []), (deposit, [0, _N])],
S = s(1, accounts{0:_2554}),
_N in 1..sup n
...

This query will generate every single trace and final state starting in s0 =�:
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� create−−−−−→ {0 : 0}

� create−−−−−→ {0 : 0}
create−−−−−→ {0 : 0,1 : 0}

� create−−−−−→ {0 : 0}
d(0,N)−−−−−→ {0 : N } where 1 ≤ N

. . .

3.2 MODELING THE BLOCKCHAIN

In this section we take a look to the model of the blockchain that we will be using

through the rest of this document. Like in the previous section, we start making an

informal definition of the blockchain’s behaviour. From that, we derive a formal speci-

fication. Finally we implement a constraint logic program that implements the formal

specification.

3.2.1 INFORMAL DESCRIPTION

Our blockchain platform of reference is Æternity. The details of its implementation are

explained in section 2.1. From that description we know that in order to implement a

model that behaves like Æternity’s blockchain we need to represent three main parts:

• Money behaviour; this includes accounts and money movements.

• Contract behaviour; which includes contract creation and state storage and up-

date.

• Mining blocks; which is the main mechanism used by contracts to notice that time

passes.

This description leads us to the representation of the state for our model. Our model

needs:

• A dictionary that relates each account with its balance. In the blockchain an ac-

count can be owned by a user or by a contract. Each of them has a unique iden-

tifier. This part of the state is shared with the Bank model presented in section

3.1.2.

• The current height of the blockchain, stored as an integer. When a new block of

the chain is mined, this integer is incremented by one.

• A dictionary that relates each contract address with its internal state. The state of

each contract is also represented with a dictionary. Using dictionaries allows us

to have different kind of contracts in the blockchain and perform updates to their

state in a uniform way.
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• A number to generate each unique address in the blockchain. This has been used

in the Bank model in section 3.1.2.

Once the description of the state is finished, the only part left is the description of com-

mands. Commands on the blockchain can be divided in three types, categorized by

their function. The first set of commands can be taken from the Bank description, these

are the commands that deposit, withdraw and transfer money between accounts.

We also need mining-related commands. There is only one command needed, the com-

mand that mines one block.

Finally, the set of contract-related commands are:

• Contract creation which needs to receive its owner. This command must prepare

the state to be able to initialize the contract.

• Contract state update.

For the sake of simplicity, in this thesis we decided not to deal with gas consumption in

our models.

3.2.2 FORMAL SPECIFICATION

The behaviour of a blockchain is specified by the 4-tuple Bl ockchai n = {S, Act ,→,S0}

where

The state S = Hei g ht ×Set (Account : B al ance)×Set (Account : Contr actSt ate) where:

• Hei g ht ∈N

• Account ∈N

• B al ance ∈N

• Contr actSt ate = Set (K e y : V alue)

Some useful functions to access parts of S are:

hei g ht :: S → Hei g ht

account s :: S → Set (Account : B al ance)

contr act s :: S → Set (Account : Contr actSt ate)

bal ance :: Account ×S → B al ance

contr act :: Account ×S →Contr actSt ate
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It is also useful to define functions to access and modify sets of pairs:

upd ate :: Set (K e y : V alue)×Set (K e y : V alue) → Set (K e y : value)

f st :: (K e y : V alue) → K e y

snd :: (K e y : V alue) →V alue

member :: (K e y : V alue)×Set (K e y : V alue) → Bool

value :: K e y ×Set (K e y : V alue) →V alue

The set of actions allowed on the blockchain is Act :

• create_acc that creates a new account with balance 0.

• d/2 that deposits some amount of money on a given account.

• w/2 that withdraws some amount of money from a given account.

• t/3 that transfers some amount of money between accounts.

• create_contr/1 that creates a new contract.

• put/2 that updates the contract state on the blockchain.

• mine that mines a block, incrementing the chain height by one.

The transition relation → computes the next state from a given action.

s
create_acc−−−−−−−−→ s′ where s′ = (hei g ht (s), account s(s)∪ {A : 0},contr act s(s))

where ∀a.a ∈ account s(s) ⇒ f st (a) �= A

s
d(A,N)−−−−−→ s′ where s′ = (hei g ht (s),upd ate({A : B}, account s(s)),contr act s(s))

where B = bal ance(A, account s(s))+N

∃a.a ∈ account s(s) ⇒ f st (a) = A

N ∈N

s
w(A,N)−−−−−→ s′ where s′ = (hei g ht (s),upd ate({A : B}, account s(s)),contr act s(s))

where B = bal ance(A, account s(s))−N

B ≥ 0

∃a.a ∈ account s(s) ⇒ f st (a) = A

N ∈N

s
t(F,T,N)−−−−−−→ s′ where s

w(F,N)−−−−−→ s1
d(T,N)−−−−−→ s′
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s
create_contr(O)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ s′ where s′ = (hei g ht (s), account s(s)∪ {A : 0},contr act s(s)∪ {A : Ini t i alC S})

where Ini t i alC S = {owner : O, i ni t i al i zed : f al se}

∀a.a ∈ account s(s) ⇒ f st (a) �= A

∀a.a ∈ contr act s(s) ⇒ f st (a) �= A

∃a.a ∈ account s(s) ⇒ f st (a) =O

s
put(C,S)−−−−−−→ s′ where s′ = (hei g ht (s), account s(s),upd ate({C : S},contr act s(s)))

where ∃c.c ∈ contr act s(s) ⇒ f st (s) =C

s
mine−−−→ s′ where s′ = (hei g ht (s)+1, account s(s),contr act s(s))

The initial set of initial states S0 = {(1,�,�)}

3.2.3 CONSTRAINT LOGIC PROGRAM

As in previous examples, first we start encoding S with a Prolog term. To encode the

blockchain’s state. To do so we will use the record:

:- record chain(height=1, id=0, accounts=accounts{}, contracts=contracts{}).

This record contains:

• An integer stored on the field height that represents the height of the chain.

• An integer idused to compute the unique address of each account in the blockchain.

• Two dictionaries accounts and contracts.

This record also provides the implementation of the initial state S0 for free. S0 can be

accessed via the predicate default_chain/1.

After encoding the state, we proceed to relate each action in Act to the Prolog term that

will represent it:

Act Prolog terms

create_acc create_account

d/2 deposit

w/2 withdraw

t/3 transfer

create_cont/1 create_contract

put/2 update_contract

mine mine
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3 Representing Æternity Smart Contracts as constraint logic programs

Finally we implement the predicate chain_next that represents the transition relation.

The implementation of this predicate for the actions create_account, deposit, withdraw

and transfer is equivalent to its relatives in B ank..

The contract creation, performed by create_contract, shares lots of similarities with

create_account. Its main difference is that in this action we need to introduce a non-

initialized state in the contract dictionary. This non-initialized state contains the owner

of the contract, and a boolean value that represents that the contract is not initialized.

chain_next(create_contract, [Owner]) -->
state(S0, S),
{

%% first we need to retrieve some information from the chain.
chain_accounts(S0, Accounts0),
chain_contracts(S0, Contracts0),
chain_id(S0, Id0),
%% then we compute the new id and the resulting accounts and
%% contracts dictionaries.
Id #= Id0 + 1,
put_dict(Id0, Accounts0, 0, Accounts),
put_dict(Id0, Contracts0, contract{ owner:Owner,

initialized:false },
Contracts),

%% finally we store the produced information in S.
set_id_of_chain(Id, S0, S1),
set_accounts_of_chain(Accounts, S1, S2),
set_contracts_of_chain(Contracts, S2, S)

}.

update_contract is the action that updates the state of a contract. To achieve this it

must receive the address of the contract that is going to update and a dictionary with

the values that will update. This update is destructive: if the input dictionary contains

a key already defined in the contract, this key is replaced by the new one.

chain_next(update_contract, [ContractId, Values]) -->
state(S0, S),
{

%% the given values should be a dictionary.
is_dict(Values),
%% we need to retrieve some information from the chain.
chain_contracts(S0, Contracts0),
get_dict(ContractId, Contracts0, Contract0),
%% the owner should be a valid account
get_dict(Owner, Accounts0, _),
%% we compute the new state of the contract's state.
put_dict(Values, Contract0, Contract),
%% finally we store the produced information in S.
put_dict(ContractId, Contracts0, Contract, Contracts),
set_contracts_of_chain(Contracts, S0, S)

}.

The mining action mine is very simple, it just increments the current height of the chain

by 1.

chain_next(mine, []) -->
state(S0, S),
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{
%% first we get the previous height.
chain_height(S0, Height0),
%% we compute the new height.
Height #= Height0 + 1,
%% finally we store the new height inside the chain.
set_height_of_chain(Height, S0, S)

}.

To be able to execute traces on this model we relay on the predicates exec_chain/2

and exec_chain_trace/3. This predicates are equivalent to exec/2 and exec_trace/3

implemented in the previous constraint logic programs. This time we also provide a

predicate exec_chain/3 that allows us to compute the trace from two given states.

3.2.4 EXECUTION

Despite the increased complexity of this model, we preserve all the expressiveness of

the smaller examples. We do not loose any capabilities on the queries we can introduce

in the Prolog system:

• We can check that a trace leads to a final state:

?- exec_chain([(mine, []), (mine, [])],
chain(3, 0, accounts{}, contracts{})).

true

?- exec_chain([(mine, []), (mine, [])],
chain(4, 0, accounts{}, contracts{})).

false.

The first query succeeds because (1,�,�)
mine−−−→ s1

mine−−−→ (3,�,�) can be expressed by

the model. The second query fails because (1,�,�)
mine−−−→ s1

mine−−−→ (4,�,�) cannot be

expressed by the model.

• We can compute a final state from given trace:

?- exec_chain([(create_account, [])], S).
S = chain(1, 1, accounts{0:0}, contracts{})

?- exec_chain([(deposit, [0, 100]), (mine, [])], S).
false.

The first query succeeds because the action create_account can be applied to

s0. The second query fails because the action deposit cannot be executed if the

account 0 does not exist.

• We can generate a trace that reaches a final state from an initial state:

?- exec_chain(Trace,
chain(1, 1, accounts{0:0}, contracts{}),
chain(3, 1, accounts{0:100}, contracts{})).

Trace = [(deposit, [0, 100]), (mine, []), (mine, [])] n
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Trace = [(mine, []), (deposit, [0, 100]), (mine, [])] n
Trace = [(mine, []), (mine, []), (deposit, [0, 100])] n
Trace = [(deposit, [0, N]), (deposit, [0, M]),

(mine, []), (mine, [])],
clpfd:in(N, ..(0, 100)),
clpfd: #=(N+M, 100),
clpfd:in(M, ..(0, 100))
...

In this query we are asking the trace to arrive from s0 = (1, {0 : 0},�) to s = (3, {0 :

100},�) or formally (1, {0 : 0},�)
???−→ (3, {0 : 100},�). The solution on the model is:

(1, {0 : 0},�)
d(0,100)−−−−−−→ s1

mine−−−→ s2
mine−−−→ (3, {0 : 100},�)

(1, {0 : 0},�)
mine−−−→ s1

d(0,100)−−−−−−→ s2
mine−−−→ (3, {0 : 100},�)

(1, {0 : 0},�)
mine−−−→ s1

mine−−−→ s2
d(0,100)−−−−−−→ (3, {0 : 100},�)

(1, {0 : 0},�)
d(0,N)−−−−−→ s1

d(0,M)−−−−−→ s2
mine−−−→ s3

mine−−−→ (3, {0 : 100},�)

where 0 ≤ N ≤ 100 ∧ 0 ≤ N ≤ 100 ∧ M +N = 100

. . .

• We can generate arbitrary traces:

?- exec_chain(Trace, S).
Trace = [(create_account, [])],
S = chain(1, 1, accounts{0:0}, contracts{}) n
Trace = [(mine, [])],
S = chain(2, 0, accounts{}, contracts{}) n
Trace = [(create_account, []), (create_account, [])],
S = chain(1, 2, accounts{0:0, 1:0}, contracts{}) n
Trace = [(create_account, []), (create_contract, [0])],
S = chain(1, 2, accounts{0:0, 1:0},

contracts{1:contract{initialized:false, owner:0}}) n
...

This query will generate every single trace and final state starting in s0 = (1,�,�)

(1,�,�)
create_acc−−−−−−−−→ (1, {0 : 0},�)

(1,�,�)
mine−−−→ (2,�,�)

(1,�,�)
create_acc−−−−−−−−→ (1, {0 : 0},�)

create_acc−−−−−−−−→ (1, {0 : 0,1 : 0},�)

(1,�,�)
create_acc−−−−−−−−→ (1, {0 : 0},�)

create_contr(0)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (1, {0 : 0,1 : 0}, {1 : ...})

. . .

3.3 MODELING SMART CONTRACTS

In this section we provide a formal definition of smart contract. Then we explain how

to write constraint logic programs from these definitions.
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3.3.1 INFORMAL DESCRIPTION

A smart contract is a program that resides in the blockchain. As we have previously

seen in section 2.2, a smart contract is divided in two parts an internal state and some

entry points. The idea is that the contract’s state is modified by external calls to its entry

points.

When a user performs a call, some context is implicitly passed to it. This context con-

tains the caller information and the amount of money passed to the call. Besides the

call environment they can also receive arguments. In addition to this, the contract can

also access some blockchain information like the current height or the state of the con-

tract when the call is performed.

Entry points can specify some requirements. These requirements should be fulfilled in

order to make a successful call to a contract. They can check information about the

blockchain, the contract’s current state or the call information. If all requirements are

fulfilled, the call to the contract succeeds and the entry point is executed. An entry

point can modify the state of the contract2, make transfers3 , perform computations or

retrieve information. The steps performed in a successful call to an entry point are:

1. The amount passed to the call is transferred from the caller to the contract’s ac-

count.

2. Then requirements and computations are checked and executed in order.

With all this information in mind, we can think of a smart contract model as an ex-

tension to the blockchain model. This extension will use the blockchain to store its own

state, and will provide new transition functions that extend the basic actions defined on

the blockchain. Each of these actions must be implemented in terms of the blockchain

operations. Transition functions differ from those of the blockchain in that they must

contain some implicit environment with the call information.

3.3.2 FORMAL SPECIFICATION

A contract model is an extension to a blockchain. It can be defined as the 4-tuple

Contr act = (B ,E , �→, I ) where:

• B is the Bl ockchai n model.

• E is the set of actions derived from the contract’s entry points.

2Using the put function in Sophia.
3Using spend in Sophia.
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• �→ is the transition relation B×E×C all×B , where C all =C all er×Contr act Addr ess×
V alue. An example of this relation is (b0,α0,c,b1) where b1 is the initial state of the

blockchain, α0 is the entry point, c is the call environment and b1 is the final state

of the blockchain. From now on we are going to represent these relations with the

arrow notation: b0
α1
�−→ b1 where the call environment is an implicit value.

• I0 is the initial state, result of init.

3.3.3 WRITING A SOPHIA CONTRACT AS A CONSTRAINT LOGIC PROGRAM

Taking a look to the previous definition we can see that the transition relation corre-

sponds to the entry points of the contract. It is also important to notice that there is

a clear relation between the blockchain actions defined on → and some Sophia con-

structs:

Sophia Act

put/1
put(C,S)−−−−−−→

spend/2
t(C,I,V)−−−−−−→

When an entry point of a Sophia contract is marked with some reserved words, or the

absence of them has some implications on the behaviour of the model:

• stateful means that a put operation can be performed on the entry point.

• The presence of payable means that an amount of money greater than 0 can be

passed to the call of the entry point. Its absence means the opposite: the entry

point can only be called with a value of 0.

We need to have these equivalences in mind in order to write correct formal definitions

of smart contracts. The process of writing a contract as a Prolog program consists in

implementing the transition relation �→. In the programs of this document this relation

will be implemented by the predicate contract_next.

After implementing this predicate it is important to write predicates expressing the re-

lation between traces and states. These predicates are common to all smart contract

models. As in the previous examples, we need two predicates:

• A predicate that executes each step of a trace. This predicate is exec_trace/3 and

this time can perform actions from the blockchain or the contract:

exec_trace([(Op, Call, Args)]) -->
contract_next(Op, Call, Args).

exec_trace([(Op, Args)]) -->
chain_next(Op, Args).

exec_trace([(Op, Call, Args)|Is]) -->
contract_next(Op, Call, Args),
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exec_trace(Is).
exec_trace([(Op, Args)|Is]) -->

chain_next(Op, Args),
exec_trace(Is).

• A predicate that relates traces with initial and final states. This predicate is imple-

mented with exec_contract/3:

exec_contract(Trace, S0, S) :-
length(Trace, _), % iterative deepening
phrase(exec_trace(Trace), [S0], [S]).

The rest of the content of this chapter takes the examples presented in the section 2.3

and shows how to implement them as constraint logic programs. First we will derive a

formal representation of the contract from the Sophia code. After that, we will imple-

ment the Prolog model.

3.3.4 LOTTERY

In this section we explain how to write a constraint logic program that behaves like

the lottery smart contract presented in section 2.3.1. With the description provided in

that section, we represent the state transition diagram that represents its behaviour in

Figure 3.3 .

start

...

...

mi
ne

buy

buy

mi
ne

claim

st
ar
t

mine

buy

mine

Figure 3.3: State transition diagram of Lottery.

Formally, the lottery contract defined in section 2.3.1 is the 4-tuple Lottery= (B ,E , �→, I0)

where:

• B is the blockchain model.

• E = {init,start/1,buy,claim}

• The transition relation �→ is derived from each entry point of the Sophia contract:

After creating a contract, it is necessary to initialize it. init is the command that

initializes the contract after its creation. This command updates the contract state

toI0. The Sophia code of this contract does not show any requirements, but they
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are implicit. init can only be called once, after the creation of the contract4. Is

not marked as payable so it means that the call value must be 0.

s
init
�−−−→ s′ = s

t(C,I,0)−−−−−−→ s1
put(C,S)−−−−−−→ s′

where C all = (C , I ,0)

S = I0

C S = value(I ,contr act s(s))

member ({owner : C },C S)∧member ({i ni t i al i zed : f al se},C S)

start begins a new lottery. The explicit requirements of this entry point are:

require( Call.caller == Contract.creator, "not creator")

require( state.price_sum == 0, "lottery ongoing")

require( n > 1, "block in future")

This entry point is marked as stateful this means that can perform put to update

the state of its contract. The omission of payable means that call value to this

contract must be 0.

s
start(N)
�−−−−−−→ s′ = s

t(C,I,0)−−−−−−→ s1
put(C,S)−−−−−−→ s′

where C all = (C , I ,0)

N > 1

S = {par ti ci pant s : [],close_hei g ht = hei g ht (s)+N }

C S = value(I ,contr act s(s))

member ({owner : C },C S)∧member ({pr i ce_sum : 0},C S)

buy allows some user to participate in the lottery buying a ticket. The explicit

requirements of this entry point are:

require( state.close_height > Chain.block_height, "lottery closed")

require( Call.value == 10, "price ticket 10")

buy is also marked with stateful and payable. This means that it can modify the

state and the value of the call should be greater than 0.

s
buy
�−−→ s′ = s

t(C,I,10)−−−−−−−→ s1
put(C,S)−−−−−−→ s′

where C all = (C , I ,10)

C S = value(I ,contr act s(s))

C l oseHei g ht = value(close_hei g htC S)

C l oseHei g ht > hei g ht (s)

S = {par ti ci pant s : value(par ti ci pant s,C S)+V ,

pr i ce_sum : value(pr i ce_sum,C S)+8}

4In Æternity is called automatically just after creation
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claim transfers the prize to the winner. The explicit requirements of this entry

point are:

require( Chain.block_height > state.close_height, "result not yet known")

require( state.price_sum > 0, "no ongoing lottery")

This entry point is not marked as payble so the value passed to it must be 0. The

winner should be a participant.

s
claim
�−−−−→ s′ = s

t(C,I,10)−−−−−−−→ s1
t(C,W,P)−−−−−−→ s2

put(C,S)−−−−−−→ s′

where C all = (C , I ,0)

C S = value(I ,contr act s(s))

hei g ht (s) > value(close_hei g ht ,C S)

value(pr i ce_sum,C S) > 0

P = value(par ti ci pant s,C S)

member (W,P )

S = {pr i ce_sum = 0}

• I0 = {par ti ci pant s : [], pr i ce_sum : 0,close_hei g ht : 0, i ni t i al i zed : tr ue}

Now that we have the formal specification of the contract, we will proceed to implement

the Prolog program that behaves like this model. To implement this program we only

need to write the transition relation �→. This transition relation �→ will be implemented

as the Prolog predicate contract_next/5.

In the previous specification we can observe that the transition relation of the contract

�→ is defined in terms of the transition relation of the blockchain model →. This means

that our predicate contract_nextwill be written in terms of the predicate contract_next

from the blockchain model. For example the rule that describes the predicate contract_next

when is called with buy is:

contract_next( buy,
call(Caller, ContractId, Value),
[]

) -->
chain_next(transfer, [Caller, ContractId, Value]),
state(S0),
chain_next(update_contract,

[ ContractId,
contract{ participants:[Caller|Participants], % adding caller

price_sum:PriceSum } % storing new price
]),

{
%% first we need to retrieve some information from the chain
...
%% requirements:
Height #=< CloseHeight, % the actual height should be below the close
Value #= 10, % height and the price of the ticket is 10
%% we compute the new price amount
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PriceSum #= PriceSum0 + 8
}.

The complete implementation of the model can be found in the appendix A

3.3.5 DUTCH AUCTION

In this section we explain how to write a constraint logic program that behaves like the

dutch auction smart contract presented in section 2.3.2. With the description provided

in that section, we can define the state transition diagram that is represented in Figure

3.4 .

start ...

...

bid mine mine mine

mine

Figure 3.4: State transition system of Auction.

The dutch auction lottery presented in section 2.3.2 is the 4-tuple Dutch Aucti on =
(B ,E , �→, I0) where:

• B is the blockchain model.

• E = {init/4,bid}

• The transition relation is

init is the command that initializes the contract after its creation. This command

updates the contract state toI0. Its requirements are:

require(reserve > 0, "non positive reserve price")

require(decrease > 0, "non positive decrease price")

require(start >= reserve, "start price lower than reserve price")

These requirements check some properties of the arguments that will generate

the initial state.

s
init(C,S,R,D)
�−−−−−−−−−−→ s′ where s

t(Caller,I,0)−−−−−−−−−−−→ s1
put(C,S)−−−−−−→ s′

where C all = (C all er, I ,0)

S = {consi g nor : C , st ar t_pr i ce : S, st ar t_hei g ht : hei g ht (s)

r eser ve_pr i ce : R,bi d_dec : D, sol d : f al se}

C S = value(I ,contr act (s))

member ({owner : C },C S)∧member ({i ni t i al i zed : f al se},C S)
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The unique operation present in this contract is bid. This entry point requires that

the auction is not finished, this means that the object is not sold or that its current

price of is above the reserve price, and that the call value is greater or equal to the

current price of the auction.

s
bid
�−−→ s′ where s

t(C,I,V)−−−−−−→ s1
t(I,C,E)−−−−−−→ s2

t(I,Co,R)−−−−−−−→ s3
put(C,S)−−−−−−→ s′

where C all = (C all er, I ,V )

C S = value(I ,contr act s(S))

Cur r entPr i ce = value(cur r ent_pr i ce,C S)

Reser vedPr i ce = value(r eser ved_pr i ce,C S)

Sold = value(sol d ,C S)

Co = value(consi g nor,C S)

E =V −Cur r entPr i ce

E ≥ 0

R = bal ance(I , s)−E

¬(Sold ∨Cur r entPr i ce < Reser vePr i ce)

• I0 = {consi g nor : C , st ar t_pr i ce : S, st ar t_hei g ht : H }

With this formal definition we can proceed to implement its corresponding logic pro-

gram. We follow the same procedure explained in the previous section. The complete

implementation of this Prolog program can be found in appendix A.

3.4 LTL IN PROLOG

In this section we explain how we implemented Prolog predicates corresponding to the

unary LTL operators. These predicates are next/4, finally/4 and globally/4 that cor-

respond to ©, ♦, � respectively. These predicates share a common interface with 4

arguments:

• The initial state of the transition system before executing the trace.

• The last state in which the predicate holds.

• The trace of operations.

• The predicate corresponding to the label of the transition system that we want to

check. This predicate receives the states that must checked.

If we recall the semantics of © from the previous chapter we know that a trace π |=
©φ if and only if π2 |= φ, this is the second state in the trace satisfies φ. The Prolog

implementation of this predicate looks like:
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next(_, _, [ ], _) :-
false.

next(S0, S, [Op], Predicate) :-
exec_allowed_trace([Op], S0, S),
call(Predicate, S).

next(S0, S, [Op|_], Predicate) :-
exec_allowed_trace([Op], S0, S), % just one step
call(Predicate, S).

where the trace of operations must contain more than one operation. If this is the case,

the next state is computed and the predicate is checked against that state. As we can

see we do not make an explicit labeling function in Prolog. We make a correspondence

between the existence of the label and the value of the predicate applied to a certain

state.

The ♦ connective tells us that the φ predicate holds if there exists a state in the whole

path that satisfies that satisfies that predicate. This Prolog predicate should hold if the

initial state satisfies φ or any state reachable from that state satisfies it. The implemen-

tation is very straightforward:

finally(S0, S0,_Trace, Predicate) :-
call(Predicate, S0).

finally(S0, S, Trace, Predicate) :-
exec_allowed_trace(Trace, S0, S),
call(Predicate, S).

where exec_allowed_trace/3 will perform a search of a trace which its final state satis-

fies φ.

Finally � just holds if φ holds in every state in the given trace. If the trace has just one

state, holds if it holds in that state. If it is longer, it recursively computes and checks

every state in the trace.

globally(S0, S0, [ ], Predicate) :-
call(Predicate, S0).

globally(S0, S, [Op], Predicate) :-
exec_allowed_trace([Op], S0, S),
call(Predicate, S).

globally(S0, S, [Op|Ops], Predicate) :-
Result = call(Predicate, S0),
( Result -> exec_allowed_trace([Op], S0, S),

globally(S, Ops, Predicate);
false

).
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this chapter we present the experimental results. These results are focused on the

properties that can be checked on the models of smart contracts developed in section

3.3. We go back to the lottery and the dutch auction examples to show properties that

can be expressed using LTL and how to check them using the constraint logic programs

developed in the previous chapter. Finally we use LTL to express invariants and once

again we check them on the models previously defined.

4.1 DUTCH AUCTION

In this section we analyze some properties of the lottery contract presented in section

2.3.2. First we formally define some properties of the system. These properties are

expressed as predicates over a given state. After that, we extend the definition of the

transition system given in section 3.3.5 adding the labeling function L, that maps each

state of the transition diagram with the predicate that should check. Finally we write a

specification of the system behaviour using LTL and check it using the constraint logic

program developed in the section 3.3.5.

In the dutch auction contract we can establish two predicate to distinguish the states

while its executed:

• compl eted is true when the auction is finished, either because the object is sold

or the current price is below the reserve price.

• sol d is true when the object in the auction is sold.

Formally these predicates are boolean relations Addr ess ×St ate → Bool where the ad-

dress represents the unique identifier of the contract on the blockchain:
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bel ow_r eser ve(I , s) = Cur r entPr i ce < Reser vePr i ce

where Cur r entPr i ce = St ar tPr i ce − ((Hei g ht −St ar t Hei g ht )∗Bi dDec)

C S = value(I ,contr act s(s))

St ar tPr i ce = value(st ar t_pr i ce,C S)

St ar t Hei g ht = value(st ar t_hei g ht ,C S)

Hei g ht = hei g ht (s)

Reser vePr i ce = value(r eser ve_pr i ce,C S)

sol d(I , s) = value(sol d , value(I ,contr act s(s)))

These predicates can be easily translated to Prolog:

below_reserve(ContractId, S) :-
chain_height(S, Height),
get_contract(ContractId, S, Contract),
get_dict(reserve_price, Contract, Reserve),
current_price(Contract, Height, Current),
Current #< Reserve.

sold(ContractId, S) :-
get_contract(ContractId, S, Contract),
get_dict(sold, Contract, true).

With these predicates, we can label the states of the model of the lottery using the la-

beling function L. In this definition i0 is an initial state result of the init command of

the contract i0 ∈ I0, the rest of the states si are reachable using only the contract’s entry

points or the mine command.

init i0 s0

s1

bid

mine mine

mine

mine

cur r ent_pr i ce ≤ r eser ve_pr i ce

L(i0) = {¬bel ow_r eser ve,¬sol d}
L(s0) = {sol d}
L(s1) = {bel ow_r eser ve,¬sol d}

Figure 4.1: Labeled state transition diagram of the auction contract.

With this labeling function we can establish properties on the model using LTL. For

example we may want to check reachability. This property requires that the states we

are interested in are reachable from the initial state i0. To achieve this, we need to use

the finally (♦) operator. Reachability of this model can be defined as follows:
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4.1 Dutch auction

i0
?−→ i0 |= ♦(¬bel ow_r eser ve,¬sol d)

i0
?−→ s0 |= ♦sol d

i0
?−→ s0 |= ♦(bel ow_r eser ve,¬sol d)

i0 is the initial state, result of the call to init. To make the Prolog search smaller, we

will setup a concrete value of this state. In this example we create two accounts, deposit

some amount of money on them, create the contract and initialize it. The Prolog code

to initialize the state is the following:

initial_state(S0) :-
Commands = [

(create_account, []), % id 0
(create_account, []), % id 1
(deposit, [0, 100]),
(deposit, [1, 150]),
(create_contract, [0]), % id 2
(init, call(0, 2, 0), [0, 100, 90, 5])

],
exec_contract(Commands, S0).

To test that the model can satisfy these properties, we can ask Prolog queries to find

traces that reach the state we are looking for.

?- {Trace}/(initial_state(I0),
finally(I0, _, Trace,

[S]>>(\+ below_reserve(2,S),
\+ sold(2,S)))).

i0
?−→ i0 |=

♦(¬bel ow_r eser ve,¬sol d)

true n
Trace = [(mine, [])] n
Trace = [(mine, []),
(mine, [])] n
...

i0
mine−−−→ i0

i0
mine−−−→ _ mine−−−→ i0

...

?- {Trace}/(initial_state(I0),
finally(I0, _, Trace,

sold(2))).

i0
?−→ s0 |=♦sol d

Trace = [(bid, call(0, 2, 100), [])] n
...

i0
bid
�−−→ s0

...

?- {Trace}/(initial_state(I0),
finally(I0, _, Trace,

[S]>>(below_reserve(2,S),
\+ sold(2,S)))).

i0
?−→ s0 |=♦(bel ow_r eser ve,¬sol d)
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Trace = [(mine, []),
(mine, []),
(mine, [])] n
...

i0
mine−−−→ _ mine−−−→ _ mine−−−→ i0

...

With the use of the ♦ operator we generate infinite traces, what means that for each

query we get an infinite amount of answers. But we can get more concrete answers by

using the © (next) operator. With this operator we can get all the operation that we can

execute from the initial state and restrict it with some predicates. If we want to count

all the possible 1-step operations from i0 we can ask the query:

?- {}/(initial_state(I0), next(I0, _, _, true)).
true n
true n
true n
true n
true n
true n
false.

4.2 LOTTERY

In this section we analyze some properties on the lottery contract presented in section

2.3.1. First we formally define reachability of the system. This property is expressed as a

set of predicates over a given state. After that, we extend the definition of the transition

system given in section 3.3.4 adding the labeling function L, that maps each state of the

transition diagram with the predicate that should check. Finally we write a specifica-

tion of the system behaviour using LTL and check it using the constraint logic program

developed in the section 3.3.4.

In the lottery contract we can establish three predicates to distinguish the states while

the lottery is executed:

• compl eted , true when the height of the chain has exceeded the close height es-

tablished when the lottery is started.

• ong oi ng , true when at least one ticket has been sold.

• empt y_pr i ce, true when no tickets have been sold or the price has just been claimed.

Formally these predicates are boolean relations Addr ess ×St ate → Bool where the ad-

dress represents the unique identifier of the contract on the blockchain:
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4.2 Lottery

compl eted(I , s) = hei g ht (s) >C l oseHei g ht

where C l oseHei g ht = value(close_hei g ht , value(I ,contr act s(s)))

ong oi ng (I , s) = Pr i ceSum > 0

where Pr i ceSum = value(pr i ce_sum, value(I ,contr act s(s)))

empt y_pr i ce(I , s) = Pr i ceSum = 0

where Pr i ceSum = value(pr i ce_sum, value(I ,contr act s(s)))

These predicates can be easily translated to Prolog:

completed(ContractId, S) :-
chain_height(S, Height),
get_contract(ContractId, S, Contract),
get_dict(close_height, Contract, CloseHeight),
Height #> CloseHeight.

ongoing(ContractId, S) :-
get_contract(ContractId, S, Contract),
get_dict(price_sum, Contract, PriceSum),
PriceSum #> 0.

empty_price(ContractId, S) :-
get_contract(ContractId, S, Contract),
get_dict(price_sum, Contract, PriceSum),
PriceSum #= 0.

With these predicates, we can label the states of the model using the labeling function L.

In this definition i0 is an initial state result of the init command of the contract i0 ∈ I0,

the rest of the states si are reachable using only the contract’s entry points or the mine

command.

init i0 s0

s1s2

b
u
y

c
l
a
i
m

start

minemine

mine

mine,
start

mine

close_hei g ht = hei g ht

mine

close_hei g ht = hei g ht

L(i0) = {empt y_pr i ce,compl eted}
L(s0) = {empt y_pr i ce,¬compl eted}
L(s1) = {ong oi ng }
L(s2) = {compl eted ,ong oi ng }

Figure 4.8: Labeled state transition diagram of the lottery contract.
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With this labeling function we can now establish properties on the model using LTL.

First of all we are going to check that all states are reachable from the initial state i0. To

do these we need to use the ♦ operator in LTL. Reachability of this model can be defined

as follows:

i0
?−→ i0 |= ♦(empt y_pr i ce ∧ compl eted)

i0
?−→ s0 |= ♦(empt y_pr i ce ∧¬compl eted)

i0
?−→ s1 |= ♦ong oi ng

i0
?−→ s2 |= ♦(compl eted ∧ong oi ng )

Like in the previous example, we instantiate i0 to make the Prolog search smaller:

initial_state(S0) :-
Commands = [

(create_account, []), % creates an account with id 0
(deposit, [0, 100]), % deposits 100 on account 0
(create_contract, [0]), % creates a contract with id 1
(init, call(0, 1, 0), [])

],
exec_contract(Commands, S0).

The relation i0
?−→ s0 |=♦(empt y_pr i ce∧¬compl eted) can be read as: there is a trace that

finally(♦) satisfies empt y_pr i ce ∧¬compl eted . To test that the model can satisfy these

properties, we can perform queries to Prolog asking it to find traces that arrive to each

of the states:

?- {Trace}/(initial_state(I0),
finally(I0, _, Trace,

[S]>>(empty_price(1,S),
completed(1,S)))).

i0
?−→ i0 |= ♦(empt y_pr i ce ∧

compl eted)

true n
Trace = [(mine, [])] n
Trace = [(mine, []), (mine, [])] n
...

i0

i0
mine−−−→ i0

i0
mine−−−→ i0

mine−−−→ i0

...

?- {Trace}/(initial_state(I0),
finally(I0, _, Trace,

[S]>>(empty_price(1,S),
\+ completed(1,S)))).

i0
?−→ s0 |=♦ong oi ng

Trace = [(start, call(0, 1, 0), [N])],
clpfd:in(N, ..(2, sup)),
clpfd: #=(1+_15796, _15864),
clpfd:in(_15864, ..(3, sup)) n
...

i0
start(N)
�−−−−−−→ s0 where N ≥ 2

...
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4.2 Lottery

?- {Trace}/(initial_state(I0),
finally(I0, _, Trace,

ongoing(1))).
Trace = [(start, call(0, 1, 0), [N]),

(buy, call(0, 1, 10), [])],

i0
?−→ s1 |=♦ong oi ng

Trace = [(start, call(0, 1, 0), [N]),
(buy, call(0, 1, 10), [])],

clpfd:in(N, ..(2, sup)),
clpfd: #=(1+N, _18972),
clpfd:in(_18972, ..(3, sup)) n

i0
start(N)
�−−−−−−→ _

buy
�−−→ s1

...

?- {Trace}/(initial_state(I0),
finally(I0, _, Trace,

[S]>>(completed(1,S),
ongoing(1,S)))).

i0
?−→ s2 |=♦(compl eted ∧ong oi ng )

Trace = [(start, call(0, 1, 0), [2]),
(buy, call(0, 1, 10), []),
(mine, []),
(mine, []),
(mine, [])] n
...

i0
start(2)
�−−−−−−→ _

buy
�−−→ _ 3×mine−−−−−→ s2

...

Using LTL we can express more complex by composing relations like i0
?−→ i0 |=♦(compl eted∧

ong oi ng )© empt y_pr i ce. This relation is asking if there is a trace that when finally it

arrives to state s2 can arrive to i0 in one step. The result of this Prolog query will look

like:

?- {Trace}/(initial_state(I0),
finally(I0, S2, _,

[S]>>(completed(1,S),
ongoing(1,S))),

next(S2, _, Trace,
[S]>>(empty_price(1,S),

completed(1,S)))).

i0
_−→ s2

?−→ i0♦(compl eted ∧
ong oi ng )©empt y_pr i ce

Trace = [(claim, call(0, 1, 0), [])] n
Trace = [(claim, call(1, 1, 0), [])] n
...

i0
_−→ s2

cl ai m−−−−→ i0

i0
_−→ s2

cl ai m−−−−→ i0

...
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4.3 CHECKING INVARIANTS

Smart contracts are event-based systems. By definition event-based systems do not

necessarily terminate. Proofs of correctness of these systems usually take the form of in-

variants. Invariants in a reactive systems are usually attached to properties that should

be fulfilled when the state of the system is changed. In smart contracts these events

take the form of entry points.

In this section we present two examples of invariants. The first of them is called money

preservation. This invariant checks that after every call to an entry point of the contract

the global amount of money is preserved. It can be expressed as:

mone y_pr eser ved(s0, s) =∑
i∈account s(s0) bal ance( f st (i ), s0) =∑

i∈account s(s) bal ance( f st (i ), s)

This invariant must be always preserved when calling entry points. This invariant can

be expressed using LTL as:

i0 → s |= �mone y_pr eser ved(i0)

Another interesting property we can check on the contract’s execution is that when the

contract is in certain states its balance must be 0. This invariant can be expressed with

the predicate:

zer o_bal ance(I , s) = bal ance(I , s) = 0

Using LTL we can write this property with the following formula:

i0 → s |= ♦zer o_bal ance

To find out if our model do not satisfy these invariants we can search for a trace that

violates any of them. If this trace is found, means that the model is incorrect. For exam-

ple, the lottery contract should satisfy the second invariant when reaches state i0 after

buying at least one ticket. The contract violates this invariant and Prolog can find at

least a trace that makes the balance positive when it should be zero:

?- {[Trace]}/(initial_state(I0),
finally(I0, S1, Trace1,

ongoing(1)),
finally(S1, _, Trace2,

[S]>>(empty_price(1,S),
completed(1,S),
\+ zero_balance(1,S))),

Trace = [Trace1|Trace2]).

i0
?−→ s1

?−→ i0 |=
♦ong oi ng♦(compl eted ∧
¬zer o_bal ance)
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4.3 Checking invariants

Trace = [[(start, call(0, 1, 0), [2]),
(buy, call(0, 1, 10), []),
(mine, []),
(mine, []),
(mine, []),
(claim, call(0, 1, 0), [])] n

...

i0
start−−−−→ _

buy−−→ _ mine−−−→ _ mine−−−→ _ mine−−−→
_ claim−−−−→ i0

...

In fact, Prolog finds infinite traces that violate the invariant. This means that our model

is incorrect. Every time someone buys a ticket, the 20% is saved for the owner of the

contract, but its never transferred to its account. If we upload this contract to the

blockchain this money will be locked in the contract’s account forever.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

In this master’s thesis we have performed an analysis of the Æternity blockchain plat-

form. Specially its smart contract’s technology. From the analysis we derived the notion,

that the behaviour of contracts can be split in two. A general behaviour, as a conse-

quence of their dependence on the blockchain and a specific behaviour derived from

the contract’s entry points.

To reason about them we have developed a formal framework based on transition sys-

tems. Transition systems are a powerful formalism that allow us to reason about state

and tracing of models. With this formalism we divided the models in two parts, a gen-

eral model of the blockchain behaviour that is shared by all smart contract models, and

the specific model of each contract that represents the behaviour of its entry points.

The specific part of each contract can be thought as an extension of the blockchain

and the implementation of its entry points is constituted by the actions allowed in the

blockchain model.

From the formal definition of each model, we have developed a constraint logic pro-

gram that behaves according to its definition. We have shown the expressiveness that

Prolog give to reason about these models.

After that, we have presented linear temporal logic. Linear temporal logic has allow us

to write predicates to reason about transition systems. Using a subset of linear tempo-

ral logic, the unary operators, we successfully defined a general property of transition

systems reachability. Besides reachability we have presented two general properties on

smart contracts: the first one we called it money preservation and states that each en-

try point must preserve the total amount of money on the blockchain; the second one

states that if a contract can completed, or restarted, its balance in that moment should

be empty to avoid money losses. In fact we have found an error in our examples using

the later one.

To check that the model could satisfy these predicates we have implemented a subset of

linear temporal logic in Prolog. With these new predicates and the models of smart con-

tracts we successfully checked reachability and we have found an error on termination

of a contract.
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5 Conclusions

5.1 FUTURE WORK

The resulting work of this master’s thesis is subject to further improvements. The first

of all is to implement the binary operators of linear temporal logic. This will allow us to

unlock the full potential of linear temporal logic to express properties about the models.

We also need to reduce the execution time required to process the queries over models.

This may be achieved using tabled execution.

Apart from the previous improvements there is still room for new research. In this work

we did not explore the properties that can be stated on contracts that call other con-

tracts or retrieve information from the outside using oracles. Also we have omitted gas

consumption in the presented models in the sake of simplicity, but should be taken into

account in future works. Until now we have focused our models on the Sophia language

from the Æternity platform. In the future we must apply these techniques to Solidity,

the smart contract language from the Ethereum platform.

The work developed in this master thesis opens new interesting lines of research. One

of them is the automatic synthesis of logic programs that represent the models from

the smart contract’s code. This could lead to an automatic method of model checking

properties on smart contracts.

Finally, another useful field where this can be applied is testing. For example we could

implement a tool for Property Based Testing, that let us express properties using tempo-

ral logic and then from that property we could generate traces of commands that arrive

to states that should satisfy these properties. These traces can be executed against the

real system, and after the execution the predicates should be checked.
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A CODE

A.1 BLOCKCHAIN MODEL: chain.pl

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

This module contains a model that simulates the behaviour of an entire
blockchain. Uses some conventions to name variables:

- Variables without any suffix number are variables that will be returned.

- Variables with a suffix number are attached to a state. The state numbering
starts in 0.

This module heavily relies on Definite Clause Grammars (DCGs).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

:- module(chain, [state/3,
state/4,
chain_next/4,

default_chain/1,
chain_height/2,

get_contract/3,
get_balance/3,

exec_chain/2,
exec_chain/3

]).

:- use_module(library(clpfd)).
:- use_module(library(record)).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The state of this model stores:
- the current height of the chain.
- an id, used for the unique account generation.
- a dictionary containing the accounts and its balances.
- a dictionary containing the contracts and its state.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

:- record chain(height=1, id=0, accounts=accounts{}, contracts=contracts{}).

state(S), [S] --> [S].

state(S0, S), [S] --> [S0].
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/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

some predicates to access useful information inside the chain:

- get_contract/3 is a predicates that relates a given contract identifier
with its state stored in the blockchain.

- get_balance/3 is a predicate that relates an account address with the
balance stored in the blockchain.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

get_contract(ContractId, Chain, Contract) :-
chain_contracts(Chain, Contracts),
get_dict(ContractId, Contracts, Contract).

get_balance(Account, Chain, Balance) :-
chain_accounts(Chain, Accounts),
get_dict(Account, Accounts, Balance).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

chain_next/4 is a predicate that computes the next state of the chain. It currently
supports the following commands:

- create_account that creates a new account in the blockchain. Each account
has an unique identifier.

- create_contract that creates a new contract in the chain. Each contract
creates an account that will store the contract's balance. It also stores an
empty dictionary that will contain its state. Each contract has an unique
identifier and its the same to retrieve its balance and its state.

- deposit, introduces the given amount of money in the given account.

- withdraw, retrieves the given amount of money from the given account.

- transfer, performs a transference of a given amount of money between the
given accounts.

- update_contract, updates a contract's state with the given values.

- mine, increments the chain height by one block.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

chain_next(create_account, []) -->
%% S0 is the variable that represents the state of the chain before
%% performing the account creation. S represents the state of chain after
%% performing it.
state(S0, S),
{

%% first we need to retrieve some information from the chain.
chain_accounts(S0, Accounts0),
chain_id(S0, Id0),
%% then we compute the new id and the resulting accounts dictionary.
Id #= Id0 + 1,
put_dict(Id0, Accounts0, 0, Accounts),
%% finally we store the produced information in S.
set_id_of_chain(Id, S0, S1),
set_accounts_of_chain(Accounts, S1, S)

}.
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A.1 Blockchain model: chain.pl

chain_next(create_contract, [Owner]) -->
%% S0 is the variable that represents the state of the chain before
%% performing the contract creation. S represents the state of the chain
%% after performing it.
state(S0, S),
{

%% first we need to retrieve some information from the chain.
chain_accounts(S0, Accounts0),
chain_contracts(S0, Contracts0),
chain_id(S0, Id0),
%% the owner should be a valid account
get_dict(Owner, Accounts0, _),
%% then we compute the new id and the resulting accounts and contracts
%% dictionaries.
Id #= Id0 + 1,
put_dict(Id0, Accounts0, 0, Accounts),
put_dict(Id0, Contracts0, contract{ owner:Owner, initialized:false }, Contracts),
%% finally we store the produced information in S.
set_id_of_chain(Id, S0, S1),
set_accounts_of_chain(Accounts, S1, S2),
set_contracts_of_chain(Contracts, S2, S)

}.

chain_next(deposit, [Account, Amount]) -->
%% S0 is the variable that represents the state of the chain before
%% depositing some amount of money in an account. S represents the state of
%% the chain after depositing it.
state(S0, S),
{

%% deposit can only be called with a positive amount of money.
Amount #>= 0,
%% we need to retrieve some information from the chain.
chain_accounts(S0, Accounts0),
get_dict(Account, Accounts0, Balance0),
%% we compute the new balance of the account and the new state of the
%% accounts record.
Balance #= Balance0 + Amount,
put_dict(Account, Accounts0, Balance, Accounts),
%% finally we store the produced information in S.
set_accounts_of_chain(Accounts, S0, S)

}.

chain_next(withdraw, [Account, Amount]) -->
%% S0 is the variable that represents the state of the chain before
%% withdrawing some amount of money from the account. S represents the state
%% of the chain after withdrawing it.
state(S0, S),
{

%% withdraw can only be called with a positive amount of money.
Amount #>= 0,
%% we need to retrieve some information from the chain.
chain_accounts(S0, Accounts0),
get_dict(Account, Accounts0, Balance0),
%% we compute the new balance of the account and the new state of the
%% accounts record.
Balance #= Balance0 - Amount,
Balance #>= 0, %balance should be positive after retrieving the

%money.
%% finally we store the produced information in S.
put_dict(Account, Accounts0, Balance, Accounts),
set_accounts_of_chain(Accounts, S0, S)

}.

chain_next(transfer, [From, To, Amount]) -->
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%% this command is just the composition of withdrawing money from some
%% account and then depositing it in other account.
chain_next(withdraw, [From, Amount]),
chain_next(deposit, [To, Amount]).

chain_next(update_contract, [ContractId, Values]) -->
%% S0 is the variable that represents the state of the chain before updating
%% some contract's state. S represents the state of the chain after updating
%% it.
state(S0, S),
{

%% the given values should be a dictionary.
is_dict(Values),
%% we need to retrieve some information from the chain.
chain_contracts(S0, Contracts0),
get_dict(ContractId, Contracts0, Contract0),
%% we compute the new state of the contract's state.
put_dict(Values, Contract0, Contract),
%% finally we store the produced information in S.
put_dict(ContractId, Contracts0, Contract, Contracts),
set_contracts_of_chain(Contracts, S0, S)

}.

chain_next(mine, []) -->
%% this command increments the height of the chain by 1.
state(S0, S),
{

%% first we get the previous height.
chain_height(S0, Height0),
%% we compute the new height.
Height #= Height0 + 1,
%% finally we store the new height inside the chain.
set_height_of_chain(Height, S0, S)

}.

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

exec/2 is a predicate that describes a final state when some commands are
performed.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

exec_chain(Trace, S) :-
default_chain(S0),
length(Trace, _), % iterative deepening
phrase(exec_chain_trace(Trace), [S0], [S]).

exec_chain(Trace, S0, S) :-
length(Trace, _),
phrase(exec_chain_trace(Trace), [S0], [S]).

exec_chain_trace([(Op, Args)]) --> chain_next(Op, Args).
exec_chain_trace([(Op, Args)|Is]) --> chain_next(Op, Args), exec_chain_trace(Is).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

exec_example/1 shows an example of trace that can be generated with the
predicates defined in this module.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

exec_example(Trace, Chain) :-
Trace = [
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%% creates 2 accounts
(create_account, []), % id 0
(create_account, []), % id 1
%% deposits 1000 in 0 and 1
(deposit, [0, 1000]),
(deposit, [1, 1000]),
%% creates a contract
(create_contract, [0]), % id 2
%% mines 2 blocks incrementing the chain block by two
(mine, []),
(mine, []),
%% transfers 100 to the contract's account
(transfer, [0, 2, 100]),
%% updates the contract state, introducing x=1 and y=2
(update_contract, [2, contract{x:1, y:2}])

],
exec_chain(Trace, Chain).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Predicates to test check some properties of the model.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

can_reach_op(Op) :-
exec(Trace, _),
length(Trace, _),
last(Trace, (Op, _)).

can_reach_all_ops() :-
can_reach_op(create_account),
can_reach_op(create_contract),
can_reach_op(deposit),
can_reach_op(withdraw),
can_reach_op(transfer).

A.2 CONTRACT MODEL: lottery.pl

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

This module contains a model that simulates the behaviour of a smart
contract. Specifically a lottery. Uses some conventions to name variables:

- Variables without any suffix number are variables that will be returned.

- Variables with a suffix number are attached to a state. The state numbering
starts in 0.

This module heavily relies on Definite Clause Grammars (DCGs).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

:- module(lottery, [initial_state/1, allowed/1, contract_next/5,
completed/2, ongoing/2, empty_price/2]).

:- use_module(chain).

:- use_module(library(clpfd)).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The state of this contract stores:
- the accounts that had participate.
- the price.
- the close height.
- the owner of the contract.

contract_next/5 is a predicate that computes the next state of the chain. The
difference between this predicate and chain:chain_next/4 is that contract_chain_next/5
perform commands of a contract. These commands represent each entry point
described in the contract.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

contract_next( init, % operation name
call(Caller, ContractId, Value), % call environment
[] % arguments to the operation

) -->
%% when a call to a contract suffices the requirements, a transference from
%% the caller to the contract account is always performed
chain_next(transfer, [Caller, ContractId, Value]),
state(S0), % initial state
%% finally the state of the contract are updated in the chain
chain_next(update_contract,

[ ContractId,
contract{ participants : [],

price_sum : PriceSum,
close_height : CloseHeight,
owner : Caller,
initialized : true

}
]),

{
get_contract(ContractId, S0, Contract),
get_dict(owner, Contract, Owner),
get_dict(initialized, Contract, Initialized),
%% requirements:
\+ Initialized, % contract is not already initialized
Value #= 0, % is not a payable entrypoint
Caller = Owner, % init can only be called by the owner
%% we need to instantiate these variables with constraints
PriceSum #= 0,
CloseHeight #= 0

}.

contract_next( start,
call(Caller, ContractId, Value),
[N]

) -->
%% when requirements are sufficed, a transference from the caller to the
%% contracts is performed
chain_next(transfer, [Caller, ContractId, Value]),
%% S0 is the variable that represents the state of the chain before starting
%% the contract
state(S0),
%% finally the state of the contract is initialized
chain_next(update_contract,

[ ContractId,
contract{ participants:[], % deleting participants

close_height:CloseHeight } % the close height is stored
]),

{
%% first we need to retrieve some information from the chain
chain_height(S0, Height),
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get_contract(ContractId, S0, Contract),
get_dict(owner, Contract, Owner),
get_dict(price_sum, Contract, PriceSum),
%% requirements:
Caller = Owner, % the caller should be the owner of the contract
PriceSum #= 0, % the price should be 0
N #> 1, % the close height should be in the future
Value #= 0,
%% we compute the close height of the chain
CloseHeight #= Height + N

}.

contract_next( buy,
call(Caller, ContractId, Value),
[]

) -->
%% when requirements are sufficed, a transference from the caller to the
%% contracts is performed
chain_next(transfer, [Caller, ContractId, Value]),
state(S0),
%% finally the state of the contract is updated
chain_next(update_contract,

[ ContractId,
contract{ participants:[Caller|Participants], % adding caller

price_sum:PriceSum } % storing new price
]),

{
%% first we need to retrieve some information from the chain
chain_height(S0, Height),
get_contract(ContractId, S0, Contract),
get_dict(participants, Contract, Participants),
get_dict(price_sum, Contract, PriceSum0),
get_dict(close_height, Contract, CloseHeight),
%% requirements:
Height #=< CloseHeight, % the actual height should be below the close
Value #= 10, % height and the price of the ticket is 10
%% we compute the new price amount
PriceSum #= PriceSum0 + 8

}.

contract_next( claim,
call(Caller, ContractId, Value),
[]

) -->
%% when requirements are sufficed, a transference from the caller to the
%% contract is performed
chain_next(transfer, [Caller, ContractId, Value]),
state(S0),
chain_next(transfer, [ContractId, Winner, PriceSum0]), % winner receives his price
chain_next(update_contract,

[ ContractId,
contract{ price_sum:PriceSum } % the contract is restarted

]),
{

%% first we need to retrieve some information from the chain
chain_height(S0, Height),
get_contract(ContractId, S0, Contract),
get_dict(price_sum, Contract, PriceSum0),
get_dict(participants, Contract, Participants),
get_dict(close_height, Contract, CloseHeight),
%% requirements:
Value #= 0, % not payble entrypoint
Height #> CloseHeight, % current height should be above the close height
get_winner(Participants, CloseHeight, Winner), % computes the winner
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PriceSum #= 0 % resets the price to 0
}.

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Auxiliary predicates

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

get_winner(Participants, CloseHeight, Winner) :-
length(Participants, L),
N #= CloseHeight mod L,
nth0(N, Participants, Winner).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Trace execution predicates

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

exec_contract(Trace, S) :-
default_chain(S0),
length(Trace, _), % iterative deepening
phrase(exec_trace(Trace), [S0], [S]).

exec_contract(Trace, S0, S) :-
length(Trace, _), % iterative deepening
phrase(exec_trace(Trace), [S0], [S]).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

exec_example/2 shows an example of trace that can be generated with the
predicates defined in this module.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

exec_contract_example(Trace, S) :-
Trace = [

%% creates 2 accounts and a contract
(create_account, []), % id 0
(create_account, []), % id 1
(create_account, []), % id 2
(create_contract, [0]), % id 3
%% deposits some money in the accounts
(deposit, [0, 1000]),
(deposit, [1, 1500]),
(deposit, [2, 1500]),
%% initialize the contract
(init, call(0, 3, 0), [ ]), % it is owned by 0
(start, call(0, 3, 0), [3]), % the lottery will stop when the height is
% incremented by 3
% user 1 buys 3 tickets
(buy, call(1, 3, 10), []),
(buy, call(1, 3, 10), []),
(buy, call(1, 3, 10), []),
%% % user 2 buys 3 tickets
(buy, call(2, 3, 10), []),
(buy, call(2, 3, 10), []),
(buy, call(2, 3, 10), []),
%% the chain mines 4 blocks
(mine, []),
(mine, []),
(mine, []),
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(mine, []),
%% user 1 claims the price
(claim, call(1, 3, 0), [])

],
exec_contract(Trace, S).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Predicates to test check some properties of the traces.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

ends_in(Trace, Op) :-
last(Trace, (Op, _, _)).

contains(Trace, Op) :-
member((Op, _, _), Trace).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

model checking predicates

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

allowed((start, _, _)).
allowed((buy, _, _)).
allowed((claim, _, _)).
allowed((mine, [])).

initial_state(S0) :-
Commands = [

(create_account, []), % creates an account with id 0
(deposit, [0, 100]), % deposits 100 on account 0
(create_contract, [0]), % creates a contract with id 1
(init, call(0, 1, 0), [])

],
exec_contract(Commands, S0).

completed(ContractId, S) :-
chain_height(S, Height),
get_contract(ContractId, S, Contract),
get_dict(close_height, Contract, CloseHeight),
Height #> CloseHeight.

ongoing(ContractId, S) :-
get_contract(ContractId, S, Contract),
get_dict(price_sum, Contract, PriceSum),
PriceSum #> 0.

empty_price(ContractId, S) :-
get_contract(ContractId, S, Contract),
get_dict(price_sum, Contract, PriceSum),
PriceSum #= 0.

A.3 CONTRACT MODEL: dutch_auction.pl

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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This module contains a model that simulates the behaviour of a smart
contract. Specifically a dutch auction. Uses some conventions to name
variables:

- Variables without any suffix number are variables that will be returned.

- Variables with a suffix number are attached to a state. The state numbering
starts in 0.

This module heavily relies on Definite Clause Grammars (DCGs).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

:- module(auction, [initial_state/1, allowed/1, contract_next/5, below_reserve/2, sold/2]).

:- use_module(chain).

:- use_module(library(clpfd)).
:- use_module(library(clpb)).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The state of this contract stores:
- the starting price of the auction.
- the minimum price that the auction can reach (reserve_price).
- the height of the chain when the auction is started.
- the amount that is decreased when a block is mined.
- a boolean value that stores if the auction is ended (sold).

contract_next/5 is a predicate that computes the next state of the chain. The
difference between this predicate and chain:next/4 is that contract_next/5
perform commands of a contract. These commands represent each entry point
described in the contract.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

contract_next( init, % operation
call(Caller, ContractId, Value), % call environment
[Consignor, StartPrice, ReservePrice, BidDec] % entrypont args

) -->
%% when a call to a contract suffices the requirements, a transference from
%% the caller to the contract account is always performed
chain_next(transfer, [Caller, ContractId, Value]),
state(S0), % S0 represents the state of the contract before the operation
chain_next(update_contract,

[ ContractId,
contract{ start_price : StartPrice,

reserve_price : ReservePrice,
start_height : Height,
bid_dec : BidDec,
consignor : Consignor,
sold : false,
initialized : true

}
]),

{
%% we need to access the chain height
chain_height(S0, Height),
get_contract(ContractId, S0, Contract),
get_dict(owner, Contract, Owner),
get_dict(initialized, Contract, Initialized),
%% the caller should be the owner of the contract and should not be
%% already initialized
\+ Initialized,
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Caller = Owner,
Value #= 0,
%% %% requirements:
ReservePrice #> 0, % the reserve price should be positive
BidDec #> 0, % the decrease step should be positive
StartPrice #> ReservePrice

}.

contract_next( bid,
call(Caller, ContractId, Value),
[]

) -->
% NOTE: the order in this predicate is important!
chain_next(transfer, [Caller, ContractId, Value]),
state(S0),
% the caller receives the excess
chain_next(transfer, [ContractId, Caller, Excess]),
% the consignor receives the current price
chain_next(transfer, [ContractId, Consignor, Remaining]),
% the contract is marked as sold
chain_next(update_contract, [ContractId, contract{ sold:true }]),
{

%% we retrieve information from the chain
chain_height(S0, Height),
get_contract(ContractId, S0, Contract),
get_balance(ContractId, S0, Balance),
%% we retrieve information from the contract
get_dict(consignor, Contract, Consignor),
get_dict(sold, Contract, Sold),
get_dict(reserve_price, Contract, Reserve),
current_price(Contract, Height, Current),
%% requirements:
\+ Sold,
Current #> Reserve,
Excess #>= 0, % the excess must be a positive number
%% we compute the amounts of the transactions
Excess #= Value - Current,
Remaining #= Balance - Excess

}.

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

auxiliary predicates.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

current_price(Contract, Height, Current) :-
get_dict(start_price, Contract, StartPrice),
get_dict(bid_dec, Contract, BidDec),
get_dict(start_height, Contract, StartHeight),
Current #= StartPrice - ((Height - StartHeight) * BidDec).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

exec_contract/2 is a predicate that describes a final state when a list of
commands are performed. The initial chain contains a height equals to 0 and
has no accounts neither contracts.

exec_contract_trace/1 is a predicate that mixes commands from the contract
and commands from the blockchain.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

exec_contract(Trace, S) :-
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default_chain(S0),
length(Trace, _), % iterative deepening
phrase(exec_trace(Trace), [S0], [S]).

exec_contract(Trace, S0, S) :-
length(Trace, _), % iterative deepening
phrase(exec_trace(Trace), [S0], [S]).

exec_trace([(Op, Call, Args)]) -->
contract_next(Op, Call, Args).

exec_trace([(Op, Args)]) -->
chain_next(Op, Args).

exec_trace([(Op, Call, Args)|Is]) -->
contract_next(Op, Call, Args),
exec_trace(Is).

exec_trace([(Op, Args)|Is]) -->
chain_next(Op, Args),
exec_trace(Is).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

exec_example/2 shows an example of trace that can be generated with the
predicates defined in this module.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

exec_contract_example(S) :-
initial_state(S0),
Trace = [

(mine, []),
(mine, []),
(mine, []),
(mine, []),
(mine, []),
(mine, []),

(bid, call(1, 2, 100), [])
],
exec_contract(Trace, S0, S).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Predicates to test check some properties of the traces.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

ends_in(Trace, Op) :-
last(Trace, (Op, _, _)).

contains(Trace, Op) :-
member((Op, _, _), Trace).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

allowed((bid, _, _)).
allowed((mine, [])).

initial_state(S0) :-
Commands = [

(create_account, []), % id 0
(create_account, []), % id 1
(deposit, [0, 100]),
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(deposit, [1, 150]),
(create_contract, [0]), % id 2
(init, call(0, 2, 0), [0, 100, 90, 5])

],
exec_contract(Commands, S0).

below_reserve(ContractId, S) :-
chain_height(S, Height),
get_contract(ContractId, S, Contract),
get_dict(reserve_price, Contract, Reserve),
current_price(Contract, Height, Current),
Current #< Reserve.

sold(ContractId, S) :-
get_contract(ContractId, S, Contract),
get_dict(sold, Contract, true).

A.4 LTL LIBRARY: ltl.pl

:- use_module(chain).

:- use_module(library(yall)).
:- use_module(library(clpfd)).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

unary operators

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

next(_, _, [ ], _) :-
false.

next(S0, S, [Op], Predicate) :-
exec_allowed_trace([Op], S0, S),
call(Predicate, S).

next(S0, S, [Op|_], Predicate) :-
exec_allowed_trace([Op], S0, S), % just one step
call(Predicate, S).

finally(S0, S0,_Trace, Predicate) :-
call(Predicate, S0).

finally(S0, S, Trace, Predicate) :-
exec_allowed_trace(Trace, S0, S),
call(Predicate, S).

globally(S0, S0, [ ], Predicate) :-
call(Predicate, S0).

globally(S0, S, [Op], Predicate) :-
exec_allowed_trace([Op], S0, S),
call(Predicate, S).

globally(S0, S, [Op|Ops], Predicate) :-
Result = call(Predicate, S0),
( Result -> exec_allowed_trace([Op], S0, S),

globally(S, Ops, Predicate);
false

).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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binary operators

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

%% until(S0, Trace, Predicate1, Predicate2) :-

%% release(S0, Trace, Predicate1, Predicate2) :-

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

true(_) :- true.

false(_) :- false.

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

exec_allowed([Op]) --> exec_trace([Op]), { allowed(Op) }.
exec_allowed([Op|Ops]) -->

exec_trace([Op]),
exec_allowed(Ops),
{ allowed(Op) }.

exec_allowed_trace(Trace, S0, S) :-
length(Trace, _),
phrase(exec_allowed(Trace), [S0], [S]).

exec_trace([(Op, Call, Args)]) -->
contract_next(Op, Call, Args).

exec_trace([(Op, Args)]) -->
chain_next(Op, Args).

exec_trace([(Op, Call, Args)|Is]) -->
contract_next(Op, Call, Args),
exec_trace(Is).

exec_trace([(Op, Args)|Is]) -->
chain_next(Op, Args),
exec_trace(Is).

/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

zero_balance(ContractId, S) :-
get_balance(ContractId, S, Balance),
Balance #= 0.

positive_balance(ContractId, S) :-
get_balance(ContractId, S, Balance),
Balance #> 0.
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A.5 SMART CONTRACT: lottery.aes

/*

* A simple lottery contract (by Babel@UPM, adapted from lottery1.aes)

*/

include "List.aes"

contract Lottery =

record state = { participants : list(address),

price_sum : int,

close_height : int

}

entrypoint init() : state =

{participants = [],

price_sum = 0,

close_height = 0 }

stateful entrypoint start(n : int) =

require( Call.caller == Contract.creator, "not creator")

require( state.price_sum == 0, "lottery ongoing")

require( n > 1, "block in future")

put(state{ participants = [],

close_height = Chain.block_height + n })

stateful payable entrypoint buy() =

require( state.close_height > Chain.block_height, "lottery closed")

require( Call.value == 10, "price ticket 10")

put(state{ participants = Call.caller :: state.participants,

price_sum = state.price_sum + 8 }) // we take 20%

state.close_height

stateful entrypoint claim() : option(address) =

require( Chain.block_height > state.close_height, "result not yet known")

require( state.price_sum > 0, "no ongoing lottery")
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let winner = state.close_height mod List.length(state.participants)

let winner_account = List.get(winner, state.participants)

// Spend to winner

Chain.spend(winner_account, state.price_sum)

put(state{ price_sum = 0 })

Some(winner_account)

entrypoint completed() =

state.price_sum == 0 && state.close_height < Chain.block_height

A.6 SMART CONTRACT: dutch_auction.aes

/*

* A dutch auction contract (by Babel@UPM, adapted from dutch_auction.aes).

*/

contract BabelDutchAuction =

record state = { start_price : int, // start price of the auction

reserve_price: int, // minimum price of the auction

start_height : int, // initial block height

bid_dec : int, // amount that decreases

consignor : address, // consignor's address

sold : bool } // state of the object

entrypoint init(consignor, start, reserve, decrease) : state =

// first checks if the minimum price is positive

require(reserve > 0, "non positive reserve price")

// checks if the decreasing amount is positive

require(decrease > 0, "non positive decrease price")

// finally checks if the minimum amount is lower than the starting price

require(start >= reserve, "start price lower than reserve price")

{ consignor = consignor,

start_price = start,

reserve_price = reserve,

start_height = Chain.block_height,

bid_dec = decrease,

sold = false
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}

stateful payable entrypoint bid() =

// checks the predicate ended

require(!ended(), "Auction ended")

// calls the function current price that calculates the current price of the

// bid based on the initial and current height of the blockchain

let current = current_price()

// checks if the offered value is greater than the current price of the.

let excess = Call.value - current

require(excess >= 0, "Bid too low")

let remaining = Contract.balance - excess

// the caller of the bid gets the back the excess of the call

Chain.spend(Call.caller, excess)

// the consignor gets the remaining price of the contract

Chain.spend(state.consignor, remaining)

// finally the state is modified and the bid is marked as finished

put(state{ sold = true })

// this entry pint is a predicate useful to check if a contract is completed

entrypoint completed() : bool =

ended()

// predicate that checks if the auction is finished

function ended() : bool =

state.sold || current_price() < state.reserve_price

// function that calculates the current price of the auction

function current_price() : int =

state.start_price - (Chain.block_height - state.start_height)

* state.bid_dec
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